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District Engineer Gray w
Goes To Frankfort Post RA eli o

99

69

Jack Gray, 48, of Smithland, has
been appointed Assistant Commissioner of Highways, Commissioner
Henry Ward announced today.
Gray, who has been District Engineer at Paducah since 1962, is
being assigned to a new post in the
Office of Program Management at
Frankfort.
J. C. Moore will continue to head
the office, with the new title of
Deputy Commissioner.
H. T. Bell, director of design
since 1962, has been moved to the
Office of Program Management.
The three promotions are part of
an expansion of the office, which
has responsibility for supervision
of all phases of programming highway projects.
Gray is a native of Livingston
County, where he joined the Highway Department in 1933. In recent
years he has served as supervisor
of design at Madisonville, on special assignment in the office of the
State Highway. Engineer, and as
principal assistant district engineer
in charge of design, -planning and
right of way at Paducah. G-ray attended Beloit College in Wisconsin
and is a registered professional
engineer. Mrs. Gray is the former
Ruby Rudd of Livingston County.
The Grays have one daughter,
Carolyn, who is a student at Centre College.
Gray will go to Orankfort alter
his replacement an district engineer is named, Ward said.

Jottings

Jo's
Notebook '

NIP

The Lord willing and the creeks
don't rise, I'm going to hit the
campaign trail this week and stay
at it until about five o'clock
p. m. on May 25. It's not that I've
been letting any grass grow under
my feet since I announced, bet you
see Paul has been on the mend
from surgery performed last month
and I've had to do his work and
mine, too, which ain't no easy
task I'll tell you for sure.
But the double work-out has
given me some good conditioning
for the sun-up to sun-down, and
then some, campaigning I am going to do. It's like I said before . . .
everybody ought to run for public
office at sometime or another. It's
the best way in the world to test
the real value of friendship; but
more than that it's the only way
to ,find out how many, how very
man people, are fed up with donothing representation in the lawmaking bodies of our country.

Moore, a 36-year veteran with the
Department, has been Assistant
Commissioner for Program Management since May, 1963. A native of Scott County, he attended
college at Georgetown and started
work with the Department in 1928.
"The Office of Program Management was organized two years ago
to fill an obvious gap in the organization of the Department of
Highways," Ward said "Its function is exactly what the name implies - Program Management. This
means that through the office of
Program Management the steps
necessary to move forward the
program of the Department is coordinated. By the ute of what is
called a critical path method, a
determination is made as to the
time that can be allowed each activity in the Department in order
to complete plans and acquisitions
of rights of way for highway construction projects so these can be
awarded to contract at an appropriate date.
"The Office of Program Manage(Continued on page ten)

Breathitt, IC
President Plan
Join! Meeting
Governor Edward T. Breathitt
and Wayne A. Johnston, president
of the Illinois Central Railroad, announced plans for a jointly-sponsored industrial and community development seminar at Kentucky
Dam Village, Gilbertsville, Kentucky, on Wednesday, March 17.
This meeting will commence at 9
a. m. and adjourn at 2:30 p. m.
Prominent experts in the field of
community planning and industrial
growth will discuss the future of
communities served by-the Illinois
Central Railroad in the state of
Kentucky.
Civic officials, government officials, commuinty leaders and
planning groups will be invited and
about 300 persons -are expected to
attend'. The all-day affair will provide the guests a chance to obtain
answers to local development problems and receive some advice and
materials to aid local growth and
prosperity.
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Razor-Thin Margins Bring Defeat To Bulldogs,
Br! Victory And Record To Scrappy Devileites

JACK GRAY

Bill Bennett
Receives Top
Jaycee Award

Razor-thin margins brought defeat and victory to
the hard-fighting basketball teams of the twin cities last
week. A scant two points made by Hickman County in
the last seconds-of the game, knocked the upset-minded
Fulton City Bulldogs out of the First District semi-finals
last Thursday. 114 a one-point margin, secured by a cool
and deliberate young lady by the name of Marian Higmeant victo and a record to the fast-moving
ginsi
Devilettes of S th Fulton. Stepping up to the free
throw line i_n a
ouble-overtime period, while every
South Fulton fan watched silently and breathlessly
Marian's prowess brought a 50-49 score in the game with
Obion Central and a sure berth for the Devilettes in the
Tennessee State Girls tournament . . . the first time in
the history of the South Fulton School.

Fulton's narrow loss to the Hickman County Falcons was 61-59.
Jerry Shelton intercepted a pass
with 25 seconds left, raced the
length of the floor and sank a layup to give the heavily-favored FalBill Bennett, president of the cons a victory. But the Falcons had
Fulton Junior Chamber of Com- their hands full all night as the demerce, has received the Outstanding Young Man award from the
organization.
Bobby Scates, owner of a tire
company, received the award as
the Outstanding Boss.
The Key Man Award winner
was Glenn Suiter and the Distinguished Service Award went to
Stuart Poston.
Others recognized as the annual
banquet were Tommy Jones, outstanding young farmer; Tommy
Bennett and Daniel Dean, merit
awards.

termined Bulldogs led by as much
as 10 points in the second quarter.
Meanwhile in South Fulton the
Devilettes' trip to the State tournament is the big news and the constant conversation everywhere two

or more people gather. (It's possible that some folks play even be
talking to themselves.) Although
the team lost to a strong Lake
County team last Saturday night
by a score of 41-37 (close and not
bad), both teams will represent
Region Seven at the tournament in
Murfreesboro next week.

victory Mrs. Roberts commented:
"I'm going to take 'em home".
The state tournament Is being held
at Middle Tennessee State College,
where
Mrs. Roberts
attended
school. She thinks she'll be the only
woman coach at the tournament.

She said, "I want everybody to
Besides talk, which they say is know that we couldn't have done
cheap, the proud people in the twin it without the ltelp of Ual Killecities are not being that way with brew, veteran basketball coach."
their contributions to raise about He was the stabilizer of both the
a thousand dollars to send the team team and the coach, she said.
to the State tournament. Large and Killebrew, who was head basketsmall contributions from both sides ball coach at both Fulton City and
of the border are being made so South Fulton for many years, asthat the girls, their coaches and sisted the coach during the last
their sponsors can go to the tourna- part of the season and his help was
ment in a style that is befitting "invaluable", Mrs. Roberts said.
the record-making South Fulton_
The South Fulton coach is now
team.
in her second year as coach at
The trip to Murfreesboro means South Futlon. She is a graduate of
something else besides taking a Union City High School where she
winning team to the tournament played basketball for four years
for Mrs. Buddy Roberts, the 'be- and also coached for three years
loved Devilittes' coach. After the at Dixie and Woodland.

SPAGHETTI SUPPER
Fulton city chapter 41, OES, will
sponsor a spaghetti supper Saturday March 20 at the Masonic
temple, and the public is invited.
Tickets are $1 for adults and 50-c
for children.

March, April Months
To Buy Easter Seals
Last week's mail brought many
area residents a- supply of Easter
seals with the hope that they will
be purchased in the humanitarian
effort planned to help crippled
children and adults. Flynn Powell,
this year's Easter Seal campaign
chairman urges all persons who
have received the seals to send
whatever contribution they can afford to the campaign office.
Funds -raised in the annual appeal sponsored by the Kentucky
Society for Crippled Children help
support a statewide program of
services, ranging from hospitaliza-

(ion and out-patient therapy to
summer camping at the state's
only resident camp for the physically handicapped.
Ti is year 450,000 letters containing Easter Seals will be mailed
to residents in a-il 120 Kentucky
counties. In addition to the mail
appeal, volunteer workers throughout the state plan to hold special
events to support the Society's
programs.
"This year's appeal is one of
the most important in the 42 year
history of the Kentucky Society for
Crippled
Children," Dr. Kelly
(Continued on page ten)

I have learned so far that the
man on the street, the executive
behind a glass-topped desk, and
the teacher in the class-room has
far more respect for the person
who encounters a hard-fought defeat, than for the person who negotiates, trades off, and swaps
around for a few crumbs of personal victory. If I lose this race for
state representative, it will be a
pleasure to do so if I can say that
The 1965 Scout-O-Rama of the
I lost because I didn't want to go
Four Rivers Council, Boy Scouts,
to the General Assembly with my
eyes closed, my hands tied and my
Entrance blanks for the South is scheduled for May 1 and 2 at the
votes pledged to some pressure Fulton Booster Club's fourth an- Big Burley Mart in Paducah. The
group or another.
nual beauty revue, to be held in big Saturday morning parade, an
the South Fulton gymnasium at 8 annual event associated with the
This fact has apparently reached p. m. April 1, may be obtained Scout-O-Rama, will form as it did
the sanctum-sanatoria of some of from Robert Lowry, 401 Collins for the 1964 show and follow
the State's most powerful vote-buy- Street, Mrs. Bob Ward, 304 Hilltop about the same route, Scout leaders. Last week, one of my oppon- or from Mrs. Buddy Roberts at ers have advised.
A ticket kick-off meeting will be
ents was making the rounds of the South Fulton school.
held at Legion Hall in Paducah on
Fulton and the First Legislative
Girls between the ages of 14 and
district
accompanied
by
the 23 who are attending or have at- March 15 for unit ticket chairmen
hatchet-man of one of the most tended Fchool in Fulton or South and leaders.
powerful lobbyists in Kentucky. Fulton are eligible, but girls under
Needless to say they were NOT 16 are eligible for maids only.
WINS FLORIDA TRIP
soliciting votes for me. And justifibe on sale at
Tickets
will
soon
ably so, for this particular hatchetOrian Winstead, co-owner and
Company, Evans
man knows that I know, that the Southside Drug
manager of the Paul Nailling Imlobby 'he represents has fought pro- Drug Company and City Drug Com- plement Company in Fulton, is
gressive farm practices, retailing, pany. The price is $1.00 for adults vacationing this week in Florida
children.
industrial workers, school teachers and 50c for
as a guest of the International
Former
winners
in these revues Harvester Company. The local III
and everybody else so long as they
can keep their heavy, heavy hands are Miss Linda Thorpe, Miss Max- dealer, he won the trip in tractor
over the heads of pliable represen- ine Lewis and Miss Barbara Car- sales competition.
roll.
tatives.
Bob Lowry is chairman of the
TELLS MOSCOW VISIT
Though disheartening as the in- revue -and Odin Fowler is co-chaircident of the candidate-and-the- man. Kenneth Turner will be emFulton Rotarians Tuesday enhatchetman may be, I somehow cee of the event.
joyed
a talk by Dudley Morris of
In
addition
to
the
honor
of
beseem to think the whole thing is
very funny. Not too long ago, this ing named the most beautiful prin- Fulton, who spoke of his recent
very opponent of mine, announced cesses, other exciting experiences trip to Russia and the many interin this newSpaper that "for the are in store for the winners. The esting observations he had made
land's sake," we ought to send a winning princess will receive a $50 on conditions in Europe and behind
farmer to the General Assembly. Savings Bond and a trophy and the iron curtain.
And yet so intent is he on getting her two maids will receive a $25
elected, that he accepts the alleged Savings Bond and a trophy. The
BEING REORGANIZED
influence -of this powerful lobbyist, winners will also enter the beauty
whose past pressures against farm- revue at the Paris Fish Fry and
The Retail Merchants Associaing have been so severe that it took the West Tennessee Strawberry tion of the Mayfield Chamber of
Commence is being reorganized
the clear-thinking of the city rep- Festival.
Judges for the event will be fur- this week. Eight new board memresentatives to save the farm program. How's that for being an nished by the Strawberry Festival bers and a new set of officers will
Association.
eager candidate?
be named March 12.

Scout-O-Rama Set
For May 1 And 2

pm.

Single Copy, 10c

ACCEPT TROPHY — South Fulton's girls, although defeated by Lake County in the Region 7 final Saturday night,,happily accept their runnerup trophy and set their sights for bigger and better things in state tourney action next week at Murfreesboro.
Members of the team are: Joyce Forehand, Pam Netherland, Teresa Pennington, Marian Higgins, Marilyn Higgins, Brenda
Archer, Paula Whitlock, Carolyn Lucy, Judy Neeley, Jean Neeley, Linda Collier and Nancy Jones. (Photo Courtesy Union City
Messenger.)

Dr. Putnam Resigns Festival Office;
Citizens Urged To Volunteer Services
Dr. R. V. Putnam, president of the International
Banana Festival Association, submitted his resignation Girl Scouts Founded 53
Tuesday night at the regular meeting of the board of
Years Ago This Week
directors.
In resigning, Dr. Putnam said,-"After due thought This week (March 7-13) is Girl
and consideration, I find that I do not have ample time Scout week, and Friday March 12
niarksther
o rdanniver
theanniversary
ci
ofts tle'
in
to devote to the activities of the Association as presi- founding
Girl Scouts
dent." He indicated he would continue to serve on the America.
Board as a representative of the Elks Club and would The organization,
founded by
help in any way possible to make the Third Internation- Juliette Gordon Low in Savannah,
Georgia, is the largest organization
al Banana Festival a success.
Dr. Putnam's resignation was accepted with "reluctance and regret" by the members attending
the meeting. Dr. Putnam has served the Festival as transportation
marshal, official greeter and host
for two years and assured the
group that he would perform similar duties and assume even more
for this year's Festival.
Frank LeMaster, first vice president, who would automatically become president, told the Fulton
News that his resignation is being
prepared to turn in to the board.
Mr. LeMaster said that he has sold
his interest in the Hornbeak Funeral Home to his partner, James
Needham, and plans to move to
Covington in the near future.
In assuming the office Mrs.
Westpheling said:
"The presidency of the Banana
Festival Association is a gigantic
responsibility under the best conditions. With a vigorous campaign
for state representative to wage,
and the fulfillment of added responsibilities at the News office because of Paul's recent surgery,
makes the burden of the office a
Herculean task for me at this time.
"In discussing the matter with

family
ever-understanding
my
and staff, it was the concensus that
with the dedicated and hard working members of the board of directors, as well as with the help of
hundreds of citizens who need but
to be asked to work, some share of
my responsibilities can be borne
until after the primary on May 25.
"Whether I win or lose the election, I think most people know that
I will give my every energy to
bringing about the culmination of
another successful Festival this
year."I ask any ana i of you to help
wherever you can so that my
periodic absenc.3 while on the
campaign trail will in no way deter
the progress of the festival."
Mr. LeMaster's place on the
board will have to be filled by the
American Legion, the organization
which. he represents.
As soon as the American Legion
names a representative to succeed LeMaster, the board will meet
and elect a first and second vice
president.
At last night's meeting, plans
got underway for the 1965 Festival
and the groundwork is being laid
for another successful event.

for girls in the free world.
Visit Local Stores First

The public is cordially invited to
attend a free lecture on Christian
Science at 3 p. rn. on Sunday,
March 14. The suldtrtt of the lecture is "The Way- To Hope and
Free&m," by PA.Erickson of
Chicago.
The lecture is an annual event
sponsored
by the local First
Church of Christ, Scientist, at 211
Carr Street, where the lecture will
be held.

SUNDAY TEA
The second of the St. Paul AME
Lenten teas will be Sunday, March
14 at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Atkins, 408 Bates Street.
Hours are from 4 to 7 p. m.

OF MIO-MONA

Fulton's "Banana" Auto Sticker

Standard Fruit And Steamship Company Enjoys
Financial Growth; We Hope Festival Contributed
Standard Fruit and Steamship
Company,- whose officers and personnel gave early support, morally and
financially, to the First International
Banana Festival, may be harvesting
some of the fruits of their labors from
the endeavor, a recent financial report of the company's sales volume revealed.
_ The Nation's second largest importer of bananas, joining with several other importers through the National Banana Association, first saw
the potential of a Banana Festival in
the twin cities, and from then on supplied the local organization with personnel and financial support.
Ralph Lally, president of the National Banana Association, and a for-'
mer Standard Fruit Company officer;
Bruce Paschal. vice-president in
charge of marketing and Larry Metcalfe, director of public relations for
Standard. left no stone unturned to
make both Festivals the acclaimed
sucesses that they were.
In extending whole-hearted appreciation to Standard Fruit and
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An

Arcane

Kentucky Windage
By P. W.

Here's the story:
ALONG FINANCIAL ROW:
Standard Fruit & Steamship Co.,
which sells more than one milLon pounds of bananas weekly in
Memphis territory, had net income from 1964 operations of
$3,537,064, according to Dan
Franjac, Memphis district sales
manager. This equaled $2.92 per
common share vs. $1.93 in 1963
on earnings of $2,364,075. Sales
were $84,569,442, or $14,806,213
above a year earlier.

"You're always stressing economy, sir, so I stopped
using margins."

During the 1964 second
quarter, common stock dividends
were resumed at the rate of 10
cents a share quarterly. Last year
standard shipped bananas into
Europe on a regular basis for the
first time since World War II.

That hard work has paid off in
rich dividends, for here is what Mr.
Reed pointed out in his letter to
stockholders this week:
"This may still be a man's world,
but don't overlook an increasingly
important segment of our population
—the working women. During the
past 17 ye-ars, the male labor force
has increased by 12 per cent, while
the female labor force has increased
by 52 per cent. In numbers, that
means a net increase of about 5 million men, and 9 million women.
"About 80 per cent of the males
over 14 are now in the labor force at
present, and 40 per cent of the females. What does this mean from an
economic standpoint? Economists
have said the striking economic growth of the last few years could not
have occurred without the contribution of the working women. And, they
add this impressive note: If the increase in the number of women in
the labor force since 1947 had been
only in the same proportion as the
number of men, the annual national
output would now be some $50 billion
less than it is! Obviously, large numbers of women want to supplement
their family incomes, and they are
finding increasing opportunities to do
so."

Lower Rates By Phone Company Incentive
To Bringing Business Transactions Closer
A daytime interstate station-tostation telephone call anywhere in
the continental United States will
cost $2 or less for three minutes beginning April 1, the American Telephone and Telegraph Company has
announced. The present maximum
for such a call is $2.25.
Rate reductions, ranging from
five to 25 cents in the initial threeminute charge, are being made in all
daytime interstate station-to-station
telephone calls of 601 or more miles.
Reductions are also being made in the

by Mar-saffers

Steamship Company, its staff as well
as to the other members of the National Banana Association, the local
organization views with great satisfaction the recent article appearing in
metropolitan newspaper circulated in
this area.

Economists Say Striking Economic Growth Today
Could Not Have Occurred Without Working Women
The president of United Funds,
Inc., one of the largest investment
companies in America, surely came
by his high level position because he
is a very knowledgeable fellow. Cameron K. Reed, knows finance, investments, securities and he knows a lot
about women, too.
In a letter to United Funds stockholders this week, appropriltely during National Business Women's
Week, Mr. Reed makes it known
clearly that anybody who underestimates the vital role of women in
bread-winning, politics, and finance
today is living in an old-fashioned
world.
Today women can be found in
high places of government, finance,
industry, the professions, business
management, the Armed Forces and
just about every avenue of endeavor
on the national scene.
The National Federation of Business and Professional Women's Club
spends much time promoting the woman executive because she is a newcomer' on the American business
scene and gives every indication of
staying.
What path does a woman follow
to reach the summit, the executive
suite? She takes the road called Hard
Work.

STRICTLY BUSINESS

charges for additional minutes beyond the initial period.
The rate changes, to be filed by
the ,Bell Telephone Companies with
the Federal Communications Commission. represent the second step in
the $100 million reduction in Bell
System revenues announced last November, $75 million of which was
made effective on February 1. Based
on 1964 telephone volumes, the new
daytime rates are expected to result
in savings to the public of about $25
million annually.
The April 1 reduction will be
Primarily of benefit to business since
most daytime long distance calls are
made by business customers.
The $75 million rut of February
1, on calls made in evening hours and
on weekends, is of primary benefit
to residence users.
SLANDER
Slander is a midnight robber; the
red-tongued assassin of radical worth;
the conservative swindler, who sells
himself in a traffic by which he can
gain nothing.
—Mary Baker Eddy
The worthiest people are the
most injured by slander, as it is the
best fruit which the birds have been
pecking at
—Jonathan Swift

FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Back The Clock—
--mmeloramommail

March 16, 1945
The annual Rotary Ann banquet
was Feld March 13 at the new
school building, when Dr. Ewart
Wyle, pastor of the First Christian
Church at Mayfield, was the guest
speaker. R. H. White acted as
toastmaster.
The Senior boys won over the
Freshmen boys 4n the first game of
the class tourn.iient at South Fulton March 9. The sophomore girls
defeated the Freshmen girls in the
final game. Between the games
Linda Sue Work was crowned
queen and Sammie Haddad was the
king, both representing the sophomore class.
The Bennett Homemakers met
March 8 with Mrs. Stephenson. Mrs.
Walton, giving the "Rocking Chair
Tour", kept all interested with
unique and factual reports of Java.
The clothing leader, Mrs. George
Gordon, gave some tips as to
spring styles.A former member,
Miss Maude Mavis, was welcomed
as a visitor.
The Boy Scout Court of Honor
was fold March 12 at the First
Methodist Church, with Louis
Weaks presiding. Special guests
r","

3,

for
the occasion were
Ensign J. Mack Scates of the U. S.
Navy, and Cpl. Jack Maddox, U. S.
Army, former scouts from Fulton.
The Fulton High F Club, an
athletic organization, has named
Jack Adams as its president. A
party was held March 8 at the
Kennel. Initiation services were
held March 13 fen new members,
When all boys w' o lettered in
sports were inducted, as follows:
Billy Gordon, John Joe Campbell,
Edward Crutchfield, -Jere Lowe,
Bily Mac Bone, W. 0. Jones, L. C.
Bond, Jimmy Green and Eugene
Five. Cpl. Joe Treas, a former
member, was a special guests. He
is home on furlough after being
wounded on Leyte.
A meeting of the Fulton Country
Club was held March 8, when an
election of officers was held.' Joe
Hall was renamed president, Rube
McKnight was chosen vice-president, and Ward McClellan, secre
tary-treasurer.
Train service was resumed by
the IC March 13 between Firlton
and Louisville for the first time in
a week, due to 'high waters in the
Ohio Valley.

!Its.mtr,

.100 Years Ago This Week
•

An hisinnical review of the Civil War day by day in Kahtuck', as reviewed by the Kentucky Civil War Commission
By JOE JORDAN
One hundred years ago this
week, fifty soldiers of the Thirtieth
Wisconsin Infantry disembarked at
Brandenburg from a river steamer
which had brought them down the
Ohio from Louisville. They marched about ten miles, to the Webster
neighborhood, and picked up a physician who led them to a tobacco
barn where lay a wounded Confederate soldier he had been treating.
Two other Confederates who had
assisted the wounded man in getting to the barn after he had been
shot from ambush were still with
him. One of them, Capt. Jerome
Clarke, refused a demand to come
out and surrender. When the Union
soldiers tried to force a door,
Clarke fired and wounded four of
them. Although a Wisconsin captain was in command of the detachment, he was taking orders
from a retired major of a Kentucky regiment, Cyrus J. Wilson
of Larue County, whom Maj. Gen.
John M. Palmer had put in charge
of the expedition. That made it
unnecessary for the soldiers to
know that the purpose of their mission was to capture a man who
could be hanged for the invented
crimes of a fictitious guerrilla
leader. "Sue Mondy."
Wilson now went to the barn
under a flag of truce, and Clarke
admitted him. The two sat and
smoked and talked for some time.
When Wilson advised Clarke to surrender, the latter said, "You would
kill me." Wilson said he wouldn't.
"Then your men would kill me."
Wilson said he wouldn't let that
happen. "Then I will be killed after
you turn me over to the people in
Louisville," Clarke said. Wilson
told him that was likely, but said
there was a slight chance he might
escape. Clarke finally agreed to
surrender.
By violating the rules of war,
Clarke could have seized the unarmed man whe had'come to him
under a flag of truce and, using
Wilson as a shield, might have escaped. At least, the odds would
have been better than those he accepted by going to Louisville to
stand trial.

The Wisconsin soldiers took the
three prisoners to Brandenburg,
where the steamer Morning Star
was waiting to make the return
trip to Louisville. The day after
their arrival there, Louisville newspapers hailed the capture of "three
desperadoes." Clarke was charged
with "being a guerrilla." His request that he be permitted to have
witnesses summoned was denied.
During the same week a Union
Army officer was tried before a
court martial and was acquitted.
He was Brig. Gen. E. A. Paine,
who had been in command at Paducah the previous summer and
had presided over a reign of violence, oppression -and extortion.
The Louisville Journal charged
that U. S. Advocate General Joseph
Holt had omitted the worst and
most easily proved charges and
tried Paine "only on those least
material and most plausibly explained."

Television "commerciaLs", genI think if the New Yorkers would
erally classified by the trade as a stay at home, us Termesseeans and
return of the hokum of the old- Kentuckians 'could do pretty well
time medicine show—and I refer with what EVER the federal govespecially to those hawking soaps, ernment wants to spend.
detergents, cleaners, headache and
stomach remedies and the like—
In a neighboring town, a store
are all right to watch for a time or
bought a quarter-'page ad last week
two, but the repetition beyond that
to thank the people for making the
gets right absurd.
first week of their "quitting busiFor instance, every time now I ness sale" a tremendous success.
see that- white dove flying in the in other words, it looks like the
kitchen window I wish the dove people were trying to help the felseason would open up so someone low get closed up as soon as possicould take a shot at it. And how ble.
many people do you know who keep
We HAVE known of firms that
such an unsanitary household as
sold
so much 'merchandise in "quitto leave the screen off the kitchen
ting business" sales that—you
window so that the birds, flies,
guessed it—they started up again
mosquitoes can fly right in and
order that they could quit a secin
make themselves at tome?
ond time.
And then comes the startling
revelation that a certain kind of
A tip of -the hat to good neighbor
instant coffee tastes almost as good
as fres".-perked. So why not go all- Howard Milam; who breezed up
out and serve fresh-perked, and the and around our home driveway
last Thursday morning following
heck with instant coffee?
And the bufferin people say it's the -big snow of the preceding evebetter than aspirin, and the as- ning, witit snow-plow on his tracpirin people say theirs is better tor, and cleared the whole thing off
than bufferin. When you get a in a jiffy, leaving even before I
headache, take one of each and had a chance to get to a door and
whistle' a "thank you" to him.
GUARANTEE a cure.
And by t e same token think
Knowing Howard for the nice
what a white, sanitary ,good-smell- kind of a guy that he is, I am sure
ing wash you can have by combin- that he just included our house on
ing all the soap powders. Buy a his rounds of helping out a lot of
box of each, mix them all together neighbors, tho' in my case he MAY
and boy, how can you lose.
lave been influenced a little by my
Arid a certain facial cream gives sad tale(in this column) last week:
one a lovely complexion ending in right in my own drive, cars stuck
a quick and radiant marriage for five times in deep snow within a
every user. Now here comes an- 12-hour period, and me confined
other that a young girl discovers to the house and unable to get out
only 7 days before her wedding, and help.
and it, being a 7-day transformation preparation, gets her beautiful
A "good neighbor" story up at
just in time. One wonders how she Morganfield last week didn't turn
ever managed to get engaged in out quite as happily, says the
the first place, as bum as her com- Union County Advocate: George
plexion must have been.
Henshaw on Route 3 was summonI mention only a few. The hokum ed about midnight to help get a
goes on and on, season 'after sea- neighbor out of the deep snow, got
son, and it's not all confined to the man home, and on his way
television. Some brands of gaso- back to his own house went into the
line guarantee to outperform ditch and had to walk nearly a mile
every other brand and prove it; getting home. But next day he
every brand of automobile seeks to brought his tractor out to rescue
dare you, or to woo you, or to ap- his own vehicle and then proceeded
peal to your snobbish ego, or to around helping others who were
belittle you for even wondering stuck.
about paying for it.
Makes a person feel real warm
But on television, you have to and happy inside to live in an area
just -sit there and take it while it's where neighbors can be so ready
on for sixty seconds. In a news- to help each other out, doesn't it!
paper, you can get off of it in three
Especially in contrast to the
seconds and read something else stories we read about in the larger
more appetizing.
cities, where life is so cold and
impersonal that 50 people will pass
Down In Tennessee last week by someone lying injured on the
they had a "workshop" at a college street without even stopping to ofto discuss the upcoming federal fer help.
anti-poverty program. It was
What's in a name? Wendell Givpointed out that the $784,200,000
that Congress appropriated last ens in the Mayfield Messenger last
August (that's seven hundred and week pointed out that the 32,000
eighty four million, two hundred persons living in Mayfield and
thousand dollars) was like "trying Graves County included John Ken10 fight a full-scale war with a BB- nedy, Mayfield, and Robert Kengun". Said the speaker an, ex- nedy (no relation) on Route 4; also
pansive sort of 'fellow from New James Monroe,
John Adams,
York: "It will take nearly $50,000,- Woodrow Wilson, Rutherford B.
000,000 (that's fifty billion) dollars Hayes and Jefferson Davis, Frankto do the job right."
(Continued on Page Nine)
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AMMO

Secrets,
Laughs, thanks,
news, views,
plans, surprises,
smiles, styles,
giggles, dates,
cheers, tears,
favors, funnies, facts.
All by phone.
Mhat else that costs so lithe gives you so much pleasure?)

Joint Returns
Bring About
Some Thinking
A husband sought tax advice in
a mid-west district office. After
asking him several questions, the
Internal Revenue assistor told him
it would be advantageous to file a
joint return with his wife.
"We ain't even talking," the taxpayer said emphatically.
At this remark the assistor
merely outlined what the tax savings would have been. The next
day the tan-piker appeared a-gain
before the agent, this time with his
wife, and remarked, again emphatically, that a binding reconciliation had been effected, and,
should a refund be forthcoming, it
would be used to celebrate the occasion.

We Need Industrial Park
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of the matter had to be faced Last
year's rainy summer, that caused
a deficit, lack of attendance from
area residents, and the necessity
to go back to the same people for
The News Reports ...
more financial backing all mounted to make t e third production an
almost impossible task for the
board members, all of whom aer:_
ved as interested
volunteers.
-1---1IWIFT/top1e and Things
While Governor Breathitt promised
$16,500.00 of matching funds to
You can take it from one who knows, it took an aw- partially finance the outdoor
ful lot of restraint for the board of directors of the "Stars drama, other considerations made
necessary to draw the curtain on
In My Crown" drama association to hold back the sad itthe
drama, for at least this year.
emotion they felt when the decision was made last SunEvery person at the meeting
day to cancel the production for this season. In spite of Sunday tried desperately to withthe fact that attendance figures, finances, and organiza- hold our sentiment and nostalgia
tion were discussed with heart-felt concern, every per- about the drama while we talked
about our problems, because we
son there knew that cancelling the show was like telling were trying
to consider the feelone's own child, "we cannot support you any longer." ings of President Max Hurt and his
devoted and loyal wife Mavis.
The decision was not a spur of
When Max and Mavis go to their
the moment action. All nine mem- warm and dedicated attachment. final reward they will need no inbers of the board, of which this Not a week passed that some troduction up there. The keeper of
writer is "a member, have been member of the board did not get the gates will be so impressed with
searching their minds and their a letter from a member of the the stars in their crowns for their
souls for some way to keep from troupe- asking the status of the round-he-clock work for Kermit
disappointing about 60 area actors show and the prospects for sum- Hunter's beautiful history of west
Kentucky, that they will be ushered
and tec' Meal people, who loves mer employment.
_
"Stars In My Crown," with a
But alas, the cold, hard facts in with appropriate ceremonies. FULTON 4-H'ERS WIN K. U. AWARD—Members
and leaders of the Fulton Hi-Teen 4-H Club, which was
There are other ladies who were
so faithful in attending the meet- selected as Fulton County's outstanding club in the a^nual Kentucky Utilities Company 4-H Achievement
ings with their husbands, who re- Contest, were honored at an awards
and recognition dinner K. U. gave at Clinton for area contest winners.
gretted the decision as much, mayHickman
The
Eighth
Grade
Club
provided
entertainment at the dinner. Shown seated around table (from
be even more than did the officers.
left) are Patti Hixson, Hi-Teen reporter; Shirley Bard, Hi-Teen secretary-treasurer; Marshall Burgess,
Ever since the first talk about
the amphitheatre and its subse- Hi-Teen president; Mrs. Jesse McNeill; Nancy Jo Ja-nes, Hickman, president; Pam McNeill, Hickman
quent drama began, Mrs. Raymond secretary-treasurer; and Amy Bondurant, Hickman vice president. Standing
are Elmer Hixson, president
Roof, Mrs. Holmes Ellis, Mrs. Bob
of the county 4-H Council; Mrs. Anna Thompson, home demonstration agent, and Robert Burrow, K. U.
Long and Mrs. Smith Broadbent
seemed to mind not at all waiting Farm service adviser, who presented the award checks. Championship clubs from Ballard, Carlisle, McCrac
around one meeting room after ken, and Hickman Counties also were henored at thedirmer.
another, for hours on end, while
their spouses were pondering the
problems of the operation, financ- main a lovely, old hymn instead of the nice time they had been hav- Aunt Addie, as we call her, sounding and promotion of the drama. a vibrant, colorful, entertaining ing.
ed even worse than Ruby did, but
Their crowns are littered with all and impressive outdoor drama.
we managed to learn that Ruby
kinds of stars, not because they
T e twin cities have had more had taken Mrs. Grace Bynum, Adwanted them, but because they
Recently when the News ran so than an overdose of sickness this die's sister, to the bus station, for
loved and cherished that wonderful much news about our 'home-town winter, but an incident on Tuesday Mrs. Bynum's return trip home afdrama that so poignantly depicted boys in the armed services Viola probably makes some kind of a ter a month's visit in Fulton. There
the history of West Kentucky.
Strong realized that we wanted to record of the old story, the blind was so much sniffling and wheezIt is rather coincidental that the know about her fine boy, too; so leading the blind. Ruby McDade ing going on between Aunt Addie
decision to cancel "Stars In My she told us. Ensign Barry Strong, was in the office Tuesday morning and Ruby we just couldn't get the
Crown," came at the same time USNR is on duty in the enchant- as choked up and wheezing as any- breath to ask if Mrs. Bynum was
that metropolitan newspapers and ing city of Naples, Italy. He is sta- body we ever saw. After talking also ill. If she wasn't when she left,
magazines were lamenting the fact tioned aboard the USS Tallahatchie over a few Banana Festival items we don't think she'll ever be.
that all over America attempts to County, (named after a Mississippi during a coughing spell or two with
There can be no doubt about it
stage other than song and dance county, no doubt.) Barry gradu- Ruby she left. Later it became
musical entertainment have met ated from officer candidate school necessary to chat with her again . . . the Fulton-South Fulton Busiwith the same discouraging fi- last April. Viola seemed happy as so we phoned around and found ness and Professional Woman's
nancial losses. A study, recently could be about two items of news that she was in and around the Club is one of the most outstanding
released by the Rockefeller Foun- about her officer-son . . . one is apartment of Mrs. Addie McDade. groups in the State. Last Sunday at
dation revealed that the dreary that Barry's wife, t. e former
picture of "America's devotion to Nancy Spillman of Mayfield is
music and drama will gladden the with him in Naples, and the other
heart of anyone who makes bowl- is even more pleasant .. . even exciting . . . the young Strongs are
ing pins."
the proud parents of their first
Though it does not lessen the child, a beautiful lassie born on
sadness caused by this year's February 24.
cancellation of "Stars In My
ENJOY JARMAN'S FRIENDLINESS OF FIT
If anybody else has news of their
Crown," there may be some comfort in a statement made recently kin in the service, how about beby Newsweek magazine when it ing as nice as Viola and letting us
The story here (a true story) is that this Jarman
said: "The panel (of the Rocke- know about it.
feller Foundation) underscores its
offers more casual good looks and comfort than most any
consensus that the performing arts
Aboard the Navy news wagon is
shoe you can find. The handsome "sideline" stitching
cannot and should not be profit- the fact that Elizabeth and Harvey
able, that they can only flourish Caldwell left this week for Noris hand sewn. The upper leather is supple grain. The
under the protection of tax exemp- folk. Va. W.- ere they will visit with
moccasin, for durability and wearing
Construction is
tions and other special privi- Ruth (Mrs. Don) Wright for a while.
leges . . ."
ease. The price is surprisingly modest. The thing to do,
Ruth is teaching in the Norfolk
Perhaps the board may be hope- schools, so the Caldwells will have
thelefure, is come in right a
and try a pair.
ful that these special privileges the time of their lives enjoying
may come along some day, for it grandson, Hendon 0. Wright III
was the official decision Sunday Their evenings will no doubt be
that the group would remain in- spent talking about Don, who took
tact to do whatever it could to to the sky blue yonder last Saturkeep the lights on at lovely Ken- day for a four months tour of duty
LAKE ST.
lake amphitheatre during the com- in Spain.
ing summer season. But for awhile
Linnie (Mrs. Ted) Clark is a pati"Stars In My Crown," must reent in the Fulton Hospital, but the
confinement has certainly not dimmed her charming personality one
bit. Visiting with her the other
day we encountered some pleasantry unexpected, when we found
Linnie's sister Edith, and brotherin-law Sherill Pirtle there visiting
with her. The Pirtles were en route
to their home after a very pleasant
and enjoyable cruise in the Carribbean waters. We envied them of
cour0', but envied them even more
when we found that taking other
fascinating tours have become
hobbies with them. Ordinarily when
a person is a-bed as Linnie is,
•
hearing of such relaxation tends to
$
make the sick one a little sicker.
But we found Linnie all a-glow
with her kinfolks there telling of
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a district meeting at Kentucky
Dam Village the local club was
ipotlighted from everything from
ts growth in membership, to the
fart that its current president
iamelle Pigue has so distinguished
herself that she was unanimously
_elected_as assistant district director. The report made by Ramelle
it the meeting of the club's acivities sounded like an army of
eager workers. instead of the 55
members on the roster. The local
2k.tb was asked to .give the reponse to the welcome. When it be- ame known that the person makng the response was the first perion ever to run for public office for
this area, the enthusiasm over
;uch g distinction made the speaker more than a little rattled. When
(Continued on Page Four)
vommoimumm,
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SIMONS PAINT STORE
107 E. State Line

Phone 67

IRIBEKTABLE
VALUE!

$10.99

IAD Er2rogICS®
proven— the finest boys'

Slip into s-tyle •••

jeans made

UNBEA /IKE
I

SAVINGS!
FRUIT
OF THE
LOOM„!) '"
MEN'S UNDERWEAR
SZOli
a%

"NI

•••
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FRUIT OF THE LOOM
1,4‘01.0.1104•1.14 Cu.....11.0
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BAY SHOE STORE
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For Fashion-Smart,
Budget-Minded Women

4

Ever-flattering

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

WHITE

•

.4114111144

•

44.4

ever-popular
for

Spring

•

•

COATS and SUITS

•

ore here in abundance just waiting
your selection----the most flattering new lines of '65—mk e
Dotty's your first stop as you're
In for a rare fashion treat!

SEE OUR
WINDOWS

52999
OTHERS $19.99 To $39.99

SHOP OUR
STORE

Sizes for Juniors
Use Our
Siz:..s for Misses
Open a Dotty
Sizes for Jr. Petites
Layaway Plan
Budget Account
200000000000000000000•00•
•
•
•

•
•

*Complete line of Hallmark cards, tallies and
playing cards
*Gifts in colored glassware, brass, Goldtone
and milkglass
*Pepperite printed stationery, calling cards
and notes
*Picture frames
*Permanent flower arrangements
'Fresh-cut flower arrangements
*Corsages and pillow
corsages
*Wedding flowers a specialty
•Artistic funeral ar-

rangements

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Phone 20
Carr at Commercial
-414•1•••

made by

OF TEXAS

For lasting good

looks and long, long wear that
add up to unequalled jean value, buy Farah Gold
Strikes. Extra sturdy construction in boy-proven,
4 oz. denim with exclusive
mylon-reinforced 111/
Vulca-nee, the knees that wear and wear. Colorfast, Sanforized—shrinkage less than
19,.
Now available in colors — Blue, Brown, Olive
Vizes: 2 to 12 Regulars & Slims
$11.93
Euspender Gold Strikes for Little Fellas .
$2.98
Eizes: 13 to 16 Regulars & Slims
$3.75
'Huskies: Waists 26" to 36"
$3.75

KASNOW'S
448 - 52

LAKE STREET

4,1

ATHLETIC SHIRTS
Soft, springy, absorbent cotton
knit:Cut fnr maximum comfort
and smooth fit. Pure white finish
that stays fresh-looking washing
after washing. Sizes 34-54.

3 FOR•145 49ea.
TEE SHIRTS
Soft, cotton knit quarter-sleeve
shirt. Looks equally well as an
undershirt or sport shirt. Long
tuck-in, won't ride up. Sizes S.
M, t, XL.
WASH and WEAR
SHORTS
High-count Sanforized cotton
broadcloth that needs no ironing. Full cut and panel seat
mean comfortable fit. Reinforced
at stress points. In all-over patterns, solid colors or white. Sizes
28-52.
KNIT BRIEFS
Rib knit cotton briefs that "give"
with every movement for fulltime comfort Heat resistant liveelastic waist and leg bands.
Sizes 28-44.

3 FOR 20569¢ ea.

KASNOW'S
448 - 52 LAKE ST.
„411,

•
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Rural Cooperatives, Under ECP May
Be Key To Higher Living Standards

^

'MSS Wand ii
Kay Matheny and Mr. Lloyd Lee
Baker was solemnized at six o'clock in the evening on March 6
in the Pilot Oak Baptist _Church.
Rev. Jerry Williams, pastor of the
.church, officiated at the doubie
ring ceremony.
Miss Matheny is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Matheny of
Pilot Oak, and Mr. Baker is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Landoff Baker
of Route 3, Martin, Tennessee.
The bride was given in marriage
by 1 er father. Her cousin. Miss
Arleen Matheny, attended her as
maid of honor and her sister, Miss
Patsy Matheny, was flower girl.
Serving the groom as best man
wls his twin brother, Floyd Dee
Baker. Ushers were Tony and
Jackie Matheny, brother and cousin
of the bride.
Immediately following the ceremony, a reception was held in the
home of the bride's parents.

Two Tho-asancl Trainees
r-cr.ei TO Morganfield
An 18-month contract between
Southern Illinois University and the
federal Office of Economic Opportunity (DES), signed last week,
will bring some 400 staff members
and 2090 trainees to Camp Breckinridge, near Morganfield, Ky.
The University will operate a Job
Corps training center at the former
Army camp base, providing food.
clothing and education for young
men from cities and farms who
have grown up in the "sub-culture
of poverty".

GO TO CHURCH SUND

financed
cooperative,
Rural
through the new nationwide Economic Opportunity Program may
prove to be the key to higher living standards for some families in
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves,
Hickman, and Marshall counties.
Howard 0. Paschall, Farmer
Home Administration county supervisor, said today that processing, marketing, purchasing and
servicing cooperatives made up
mostly of farm and other rural
families with limited incomes in
the above counties may be eligible
for financial assistance.
Farmers Home Administrations,
a credit agency of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, now has
authority to finance local coopera-

Appointments
Of Lawmakers
Made Known
Frank Albert Stubblefield, Congressman from the First District
has been approved by the Democratic Committee on Committees
for assignment to the Agriculture
and Merchant Marine and Fisheries Committees.
The appointments in the House
are subject to ratification by a
party caucus Monday and then by
the House.
Other Kentucky Congressional
appointments included:
William, Natcher - Appropriations.
Carl Perkins - Education and
Labor, Administration.
Charles Farnsley - Interstate and
Foreign Commerce.
Frank Chelf - Judiciary.
John Watts - Ways and Means.

—. C. (DOC) ADAMS

DISC SUES FOR METER

For Fine Liquors
US 45-51 By Pass Highlands- Fultdi

FOR SALE - Antiques - Glass Old Books - China - Handicrafts.
Bargains for all. THE PIONEER
HOUSE, U. S. Highway 79-South,

tives of rural families with limited Par* Teamessee.
incomes that furnish such services TV ANTENNAS: We install ..._
as:
Trade-repair and move. Get our
1. Marketing of fruits and veget- prices. We service all makes TV.
ables produced on family farms, Phone 307, Roper Television.
handicraft and other home-producINCOME TAX Rr..A.JRNS: Open
ed goods.
•every
day and evening. Shirley
including
services
Processing
2.
canning, freezing, grading, washing Witherspoon Second house from
post office in Water Valley. Phone
and packing.
3. Purchasing equipment and ser- 355-2639.
vices, including machinery and
FOR RENT: Floor sanding maequipment for improvement of chine and electric floor polisher
agricultural land, breeding ser- and electric vacuum cleaner. Exvices, and other supplies and ser- change Furniture Co.
vices essential for farm and home
needs..
HELP WANTED, MALE - Man
Loans are repayable over periods to distribute Rawleiffi products in
up to 30 years. They carry an in- Fulton County or Cities of Fulton
terest rate of 4 1-8 percent.
and Hickman. Must be 24 or over
Through cooperatives needy fam- and own car. Write Rawleigh,
ilies can improve their buying and Dept. KYC-1071-1158, Freeport, Ill.,
earning power, economically pur- or Marion McDowell, R. R. 4,
chase items for farming and ob- Kevil, Ky.
tain other basic services and supplies at substantial savings, Mr. FOR SALE - Young hens in good
production, 50c each. Must sell by
Paschall said.
.FHA may advance loans to help March 20th. Howard Copeland
small cooperatives get started as farm, off Clinton and Columbus
well as supply operating capital for Highway, turn at New Harmony
Baptist Church.
existing cooperatives.
Along with a loan program, FHA
MALE HAP WANTED - LOCAL
assists in the supervision of co- man wanted for sale and service
operatives financed and also sup- franchise. Electrolux Corp., 111
plies technical advice.
South Sixth Street, Paducah, Ky.
Additional information about fiVEN'DENIG BUSLNIESS is set up
nancing for small Cooperatives
serving rural families is available for those who are willing to work
at the Farmers Home Administra- part-time or full-time. Honesty and
tion office on the third floor, dependability more important than
Courthouse Building, Mayfield, experience and finances. Those
aspiring to a guaranteed future inKentucky.
quire about this offer.
Wilson Bracey, Hermitage Music
BREAKING INTO PRISON
Co. 469 Chestnut Street, Nashville,
COSTS YEAR IN PRISON Tennessee.
Tucson, Ariz. — A judge sentenced Alonzo Wooten to spend one
year in prison after Wooten broke
WE MINT - into prison. Wooten, 52, pleaded
guilty to stealing bedsheets from a
Hospital beds
federal prison camp at Saffard,
Baby beds
Ariz.

LP1
I
,

EC) c-,,anse

CLASS FTE0 ADS

Chicago—Cardboard discs placed
inside windshields can substitute
for parking meters. When a parker
turns a wheel inside the disc to
show his arrival time through one
window on the disc, the required
departure time shows through another.

Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 103

Fulton, Ky.

DEWEY JOHNSON

SCATTERED PATTER—
(Continued from Page Three)

Well Known Nurse Of Clinton,
Mrs. Cook, Dies In Paducah

one considers the strides made by
women in every field of endeavor
F e eat usiasm for a "first" from
the Fulton Club brought forth
Mrs. Sammie Ward Cook, %otiose
pledges of support and good wishes pleasant voice reported the news
from the members attending.
over WFUL from the Clinton-Hickman County Hospital for many
Graham
Wednesday Mrs. Nell
years, died last Thursday• at
came into OUT office on a little pri- Lourdes Hospital in Paducah. Mrs.
vate missidn. When she entered we Cook was director of nurses at
the
were talking with an old friend hospital and had many friends
In
from Bowling Green, who was just the area who are grieved to learn
about to leave. While bidding good- of her passing.
bye to the gentleman and saying
She was a native of Marshall
hello to Nell, we thought it nice to
County,
received her nurse's trainintroduce them. It struck us all of
a sudden as being rather unusual, ing at the former Riverside Hosand as the conversation progressed pital in Paducah, graduating in
the situation got down-right amaz- 1933. She was employed at the former Illinois Central Hospital in Paing.
ducah
before going to Clinton,
"Mrs. Graham," said this reporter, "this is - - er - - Mr. Graham where she was associated with the
. . . well whadda you know . . . hospital there for fourteen years.
Mrs. Cook was a member of Mt.
both Grahams." Swallowing hard,
with a double take this reporter
said: "Well I'll l . . . Mr. Robert
Graham this is Mrs. Robert Graham."
And from then on it was something out of this world . . . Nell
had stayed at the Helm Hotel in
Bowling Green, which Mr. Graham
owned. She said once when registering there Robert signed "Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Graham." Whereupon the hotel clerk kept squirmSEND COATS
ing because he thought it was some
JACKETS,
kind of a joke, being perpetrated
by the hotel owner's friends. It
RAINCOATS
wasn't of course!
Robert D. Graham and Mrs.
Robert J. Graham figured as how
they must be kin somewhere along
the line. Hope they find out, because they're both some of our
favorite people. Mr. Graham was
formerly Mayor of Bowling Green.

Zion Presbyterian Church at Water
Valley. She was also a member of
the lath District NUrSegi Association, Kentucky Nurses Association
and the American Nurses Association.
Survivors include her husband,
J. Q. Cook of Clinton; her mother,
Mrs. Opal Ward of Calvert City
Route 1; three brothers, Willis
Ward of Owensboro, Charles Ward
of Biloxi, Miss., and Paul Ward of
Calvert City Route 1, three nieces
and three nephews.
Funeral services were held SatMethodist
at Oakland
urday
Church in Marshall County with
the Rev. Frank Braine, the Rev.
John Shirley and the Rev. James
Calhoun officiating.

No Summer'wilt'or shower sag Then you use

WATER REPELLENT
SERVICE BY
0K - PARISIAN

The general meeting of the Fulton Woman's Club, postponed from
last Friday, will be held Friday,
March 12 at the club home at 1:30
p. 111
The Home and Garden Department will be host for the meeting
and Mrs. F. D. Phillips will present
the program, "Use of Accessories
in the Decoration of the Home".
She- will illustrate her talk with
slides.
Hostesses will be: Mrs. P. F.
King, Mrs. Arch Huddleston, Mrs.
Warren Graham, Mrs. J., A. Norment, Mrs. H. W. Cole and Mrs.
Herman Williamson.
Be Sure and Register To Vote
We Need Industrial Park

Watch the water roll
off garments treated
with our water
repellent!
No"seep through"
to ruin pleats, crisp
cottons or freshly
drycleaned clothing!

protect garments

cleaned with our

MIRACLE FINISH
PROCESS
THE EXCLUSIVE PROCESS THAT RESTORES
"STORE FRESH" NEWNESS TO WEARY FABRICS!

OR-PaPtedeaw
LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS, INC.
218 East State Line, Fulton, Ky.

All types of Insurance

SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL

No HIRSCH .8.

"Covering

Everything"

422 Lake St.

GRAND OPENING CONTINUES

1111111111

Fulton, Ky.

Phone 408

EarlyBirdSpringClearance
LIVING ROOM FURNITURE

For The

LADIES' LOVELY COTTON PRINT

BEST
and
• Flower-fresh prints in pink, blue
or aqua.

CLEANEST
REG.

• Two pockets, short sleeves.
• Sizes

USED FURNITURE

S-M-L ... nicely made.

qualify imports, specially
purchased for this event!

• Exfra

buy it at

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company
LADIES'

LADIES

NYLONS
Prs.

7

• All Spring Shades
• Sizes 8 to 11

NEW SPRING

MATERIALS

50c
Yds

VaL to 79d Ya.
Checks & Prints

BOY'S

PETTI - PANTS SPORT SHIRTS

Political
Announcements

44c

The News is authorized to announce the following candidates
subject to the Democratic Primary
May 25, 1965:

• Sizes S, M, L

• Easy to Laundry

• White & Pastels

• Sizes 6 to 16

SHOES For The
ENTIRE FAMILY
20%

Off

TAKE 1/5 OFF PRICE MARKED
EVERY PAIR GUARANTEED

—FOR COUNTY JUDGE—
John E. Cruce
John C. Bondorant
—FOR MAGISTRATE—
(District One)
Nelson D. "Corky" Hill
(District Two)
A. L. Cox
Ray Moss
— FOR SHERIFF —
James C. "Buck" Mono*.
Joe T. Johnson
FOR COUNTY COURT CLERK
Dee Langford
FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Ralph Gravos
Mrs. Jo WesIpholim
Henry Maddox

2- Piece Modern Nylon Suites . $249.95
2- Piece Contemporary Suites . $129.95
2- Piece Early American Suites $149.95
2- Piece Early American Suite . $319.95
2- Piece Italian Provincial Suite $279.95
Odd Sofa Modern Style . • • . $189.95
Odd Sofa Early American Style . $149.95
Odd Chair . . . . • • • . . $59.95
2- Piece Naugahyde Suite . . . $249.95
2- Piece Naugahyde Suite . . . $149.95
3- Piece Sectional Sofa . . . . $219.95

SALE

$99.95
$89.95
$99.95
$209.95
$203.95
$89.95
$99.95
$38.50
$189.95
$89.95
$149.95

Fulton Hdwe. and Fun. Co.
PHONE 1

LAKE ST.

FOR JAILER
Sakor Minfon

•
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Church at Water
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Nurses Associa-

GOOD FARM PRACTICES LIKE MONEY IN BANKS

le her husband,
ton; her mother,
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aid Paul Ward of
e 1, three nieces
S.
s were held SatMethodist
land
tall County with
Braine, the Rev.
the Rev. James
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you use

Soil Essay Contest
Barnett, Burcham, Everett

Master Conservationist
Isbell, Wright and Hepler

Bankers Tell Watts "Well Done"
McBride, Watts, Henderson

Part of Crowd

VNT
SIAN

water roll
s treated
Lter

irough"

ts,crisp
reshly

clothing!
Best 4-H Club Record
Thompson and Yarbro

25 Years of Service
Burnett* and Scott

Outstanding In Agriculture
Maddox and Bard

Livestock Judging Team
Alexander, Cruce and Everett

ments
th our

4-H Dairy Winners
Champion, Hixson, Burnette

FINISH
:SS

DBES
kBRICS!

k/t
f

[NC.

Dairy Judging Team
Maddox, Champion, Burnett* and Davis

nce

SALE

$99.95
$89.95
$99.95
$209.95
$20195
$89.95
$99.95
$38.50
$189.95
$89.95
$149.95
Co.
LAKE ST.

Plo••••••,
, ••••••

•

4-H Judging Contest
Maddox twins, Terrell, Sanger, Voorhees

County Conservation Essay Awards

Outstanding Home Ec Girl
DeMyer and Luther

Bafri4e4s Salktie 6)a4nie4s
Fulton County is squarely "in the groove" in
its drive for greater profits from good farm practices. And new plans and greater incentive for a
more prosperous farm economy means money in
the bank. . . and that's probably how the iannual
Bankers' Awards banquet for higher agricultural
production goals got started.
Monday night at Hickman a crowded Fulton
County High School gym,following a delicious buffet dinner, applauded enthusiastically as adults and,
youths received recognition for their farming endeavors.
The three Fulton County banks were hosts to
the event. Officers and employees of the Citizen's
Bank of Hickman and the Fulton Bank and City National Bank assisted other county leaders in presenting the awards. Following an appropriate invocation by Rev. King Dickerson, pastor of the
Hickman Methodist Church, Mrs. Donald Mabry
addressed the audience and called for more volunteers to assist in the many worthwhile agricultural
programs in the county.
She then presented a group of
Cayce 4-H club workers who delighted the audience with an interesting program. Participating were
Joe Campbell, Randy Adams, Jenny Moss and Cathy Mabry.
Awards, in order of their presentation were as follows:
Fulton County FFA fat-stock
judging teams whieh won honors
at the Mid-South Fair. They included Chuck Everett, Hal Rice,
Paul Wilson and Gid Bransford,
who placed in the fourth ribbon
group and the team of Russell
Cruce, Joe Baldridge, Mike Alex-

Crshow; to Ruth Ann Burnette, who
showed the champion Jersey at the
Mayfield District show and to Patty Hixson, who exhibited the grand
champion Guernsey cow at both
the County Farm Bureau picnic
and at the District show at Mayfield.

ander and Van Minton who placed
in the first ribbon group.
These awards were made by
Ralph Bugg, Agriculture teacher at
Fulton County High School' He also
recognized Steve Shaw for receiving the leadership award at
the State FFA Leadership Training
Center last cu—mer.
Mansfield Martin, principal of
Fulton High School, presented
awards to Janie Champion, who
showed the champion Holstein
heifer at the Fulton County show
and when was the Reserve Junior
Champion at the Mayfield District

Maddox, Mary Maddox, Jane
Voorhees and Nancy Sanger, who
placed in the fourth ribbon group
in the Mid-South 4-H club judging
contest. Joe was also the winner
of the Guernsey producing contest
in the First District and rated top
in the State.
John P. Wilson, Fulton County
Production Credit Association, presented an award to Chuck Everett,
who was selected as the Star Farmer. Harold Pewitt, Fulton County
Farm Bureau President, was on
hand to add his congratulation.

Harold Rice, a director of the
Citizens Bank at Hickman, presented awards to a livestock judging team consisting of Chuck
Everett, Russell Cruce and Mike
Alexander, who placed 32nd out of
63 entries in the State Fair judging
contest, and to Joe Baldridge, who
Mrs. Anna Thompson, Fulton
represented the local chapter in
County
Home
Demonstration
the seed identification contest and
tied for 7th place out of 124 con- Agent, presented the award to Janice Yarbro for having the best
testants.
4-H Club Girls record.
A dairy judging team, composed
Mrs. Ples Fields, a teacher in
of Ruth Ann Burnette, Robbie Sue Fulton County High School, preChampion and Bill Maddox placed sented State Homemaker's Degree
in the third ribbon group at the awards to Pat Owens, Sue Jean
Mid-South 4-11 club dairy judging Sublett and Janis Yarbro.
contest and were presented awards
Robert Sanger, of the- Citizens
by Joe Davis, of the City National
Bank
in Hickman, presented aBank in Fulton.
wards to Joe Duke for excellent
Barbara Adams, Cubb Stokes, rating in the FFA impromptu
Sheila DeMyer, Fran Yarbro, Paul speaking contest and to Jimmie
Wilson and Don Lattus were se- George, winner of the local Creed
lected as star campers at the 4-H contest.
Club camp at Dawson Springs and
A certificate of recognition was
were given awards by Mrs. Carl
presented
by Elmer Hixson, chairMikel, Secretary, Fulton County
man of the Fulton County ExtenExtension Board.
sion Board, to Mrs. Anna ThompMaster Conservationist awards son, Fulton County Home Dem—onwere presented by Charles E. stration Agent, who received the
Wright, Chairman, Board of Super- Distinguished Service Award from
visors, Fulton County Soil Conser- the National Association of Home
vation District to G. T. Hepler and Demonstration Agents at their anLucian Isbell.
nual meeting in Washington, D. C.
Ray Terrell, of the Fulton Bank,
Parks Weaks, vice-president of
presented awards to Margaret the City National Bank, presented

Showed Champions
Lattus With McBride

Star Farmer
Wilson, Everett and Pewitt

a plaque to Patty Hixson, who Bureau picnic an'
- the champion
won the highest dairy award in the Hereford at the Murray District
area.
show; Joe Sangcr, who showed the
Carole Luther, a senior at Fulton reserve champion Shorthorn at the
show; Nancy
High School, Was presented an Murray District
award by Mrs,. Gilbert DeMyer, Sanger who showed the champion
home economics teacher at Fulton Shorthorn at the Murray District
High School, as the outstanding show; Don Lattus, who showed
the champion Angus and also the
girl in home economics.
grand champion at the Murray
W. P. Burnette was presented District show.
with a 25-year 4-H leadership pin
In the carcass show at Reelfoot
in recognition of his long time service to 4-H Club work and the dairy Packing Company there were fifindustry. The award was made by teen calves from Fulton County:
William Scott, of the Fulton Bank. Blue ribbon carcass owners were
Joe Edd Harrison, Ricky Adams,
L. M. McBride, president of the Don Lattus, Ricky Hepler, Mike
City National Bank, presented Major, Harry Poyner and Don Latawards to five beef champions. tus; red ribbon calf owners were
They were: Marta Moon, who Nancy Sanger, Cynthia Ann White,
showed the champion beef calf at Donald Austin, Jean Everett, Ellen
the Farm Bureau picnic and the Sanger, Joyce Everett; white ribreserve champion Angus at the bon calf owners were Paul WilMurray District show; Paul Wil- son and Joe Sanger. Harold Pewitt,
son, who showed the reserve president of the Fulton County
champion beef calf at the Farm Farm Bureau, stated that these

boys and girls were not at the baguet, as 5 beef winners were
ready being recognized.
Bill Maddox was the outstandir
high school senior in Agricultui
in the County and received a tr
phy from Roy Bard, chairmg
Fulton County ASC Committee.
Joe Barnett, superintendent
Fulton County Schools, present'
awards to the following winners
the soil conservation essay co
test: Jennifer Burcham, third pla(
State winner, $100.00 U. S. Savin;
Bond; Donald Everett, county wi
ner, $25.00 U. S. Savings Bond; .
Anne Ross, Steve Brown, Nani
Parker, Mary Jo Westphelir
Steve Jones, Donald Everett ai
Jennifer Burcham, first place wi
ners in schools in the county, $5.
each; Jenna James, Ronnie Pule"
er, Stanley Watts, Steve Fielc
Wayne Lohaus and Betty Benne'
second place winners in schools
the county, $2.50 each.

HEARTY CONGRATULATIONS

Fulton Bank

City National Bajik

A. C. BUTTS and Sons

Fulton, Kentucky

Fulton, Kentucky

Mill - Feed - Seeds - Grocery

Southern Slates Fulton Co-Op

Citizens Bank

Reed Brothers

Hickman, Kentucky

"Your PURINA Dealer In The Ken - Tenn Area"

South Fulton, Tennessee
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Be Sure am Register To Vote
there from California, where they
making is used to buy radio sets for the
They have a great flare for using reach perfection. Bread
'lave been living several years.
and
schools
for
for
invalids,
blind,
know
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This
almonds and preserves too, in their very satisfying.
Phone SS
VETS AIDE HERE!
207 Commercial
in poor villages in the isolated
Manley Russell and John Yates
small cakes and pastries. The You will see!
districts.
mountain
vere at Sunday School last SunHINTS: Swedish Almond Bread
Roy W .Hargrove, contact rep- sweet bread recipe that I am send• An -Arent Inlaid Linoleum,
day, after being absent several resentative of the Kentucky Dising to you today is a superb ex- makes "yummy" hot buttered
—Vinyl and Tile.
.veeks account illness.
abled Ex-Service Men's Board will ample of their genius; it is beyond toast for breakfast. Fulton County News
—Dawns Carpet/cc
Mrs. W. W. Brann is still a pati- be at the Chamber of Commerce a doubt one of the finest beads of , VARIATIONS: You may omit the Fulton, Kentucky
—Upholstering, Modern &
‘nt in the Fuller Morgan Hospital from 9 a. m. until 3 p. m., tomor- this type that I have ever tasted. two egg yaks, the bread will be
n Mayfield. Hope she recovers row (Friday) to assist veterans IT you have never made bread good but not as rich nor as good - Dear Editor•
Antique
ANDREWS
ioon.
and their dependents with claims start here. The process is simple not quite.
Murray,
OUT
town,
We
that
feel
You may substitute raisins inMr. and Mrs. Bill Matthews visit- for benefits due them as a result enough, and the bread is so Utterly
Kentucky is on the verge of beJAMES HAZELWOOD
Jewelry Company
delicious I believe you will feel en- stead of preserves. Work them all ing unique because "what used to
,d All Cunningham in the Fulton of their military service.
couraged to go on to other yeast through the dough. Brush loaves be called Mule Day" is still Mule
with xxxx and water while still hotthings.
from balking. Heat makes the x,xxic Day.
— SFX —
SWEDISH ALMOND BREAD
On the Fourth Monday of each
being, glossy.
month, people gather from five or
(The most delectable sweet bread
six states !to buy, sell, swap, an
of limit all)
trade everything from A to Z.
In Operation 11 Years
IOU YOUR
The Fourth Monday in March is
)
1-2sticks
3-4 Cup Butter (1
the big one of the year presumably
* Large Display •
• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE.
2 -Yeast Cakes
"cause it's too wet to plow!" This
• Well Lighted At Night •
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
year Mayor Holmes Ellis will proCommonwealth of Kentucky
1-2 Cup Milk
Day"
as
•
22nd
"Trade
Commerce
Open Sunday Afternoons
claim
of
March
Department
FARM LOANS
Frankfort 40601
in Murray.
5 1-2 - 6 Cups Flour (Sifted)
OFFICE PHONE 5
Mt MAIN STREET
The human interest is great to
March 4 ,1965
Greenfield
PUMPS
FULTON, KENTUCKY
3-4 Cup Sugar
our way of thinking 'from the six
SONS
&
B.
J.
MANESS
AD 5-11292
Call
IZA
Mr. Paul Westpheling
year old knife swappers to the
GreeedlehL Tenn.
2 Egg Yolks
Publisher
ninety year oh! spectators.
Fulton County News
Trade day is held in our. Theatre
3 Whole Eggs
Fulton, Kentucky
1 Lemon (Grate Rind - Then
Dear Paul:
Juice)
Kentucky has again been selected
1-2 Tsp. Salt
by one of the truly "blue chip" industrial giants of the nation - this
1-2 Cup Grated Almonds
time, Dow Corning. They have
1-2 - .2-3 Cup Apricot Preserves
purchased 1,000 acres in Carroll
County, for the start of a chemical
Dissolve yeast in scalded and complex.
cooled milk. Stir in 1-2 cup flour.
will manufacture
The plant
Cover, and set in a warm place
Silicone
until it rises and is bubbly and "basic silicone products."
used in
light. Cream butter and sugar in is a family of chemicals
the mixer until it is light and fluffy. products ranging from automobile
space
Add egg yolks and eggs. Stir in polishes to heat shields for
the yeast, lemon rind and lemon craft.
This marks the second location
juice. Add sifted flour and salt
working the dough with your hands for Dow Corning in Kentucky, their
all the while. Put the dough in a Elizabethtown plant having been
KEEP A RADIO NEARBY, AND
warm place. Cover with a damp dedicated in April of 1964. I believe
cloth so it will not crifSt over. that you will enjoy the enclosed
KEEP IT TUNED TO 104.9 (FM).
When it rises knead again then di- Profile of Dow Corning, a major
Buy your next tractor with a PCA loan. Or, if you have a
vide dough. Roll out each piece member of Kentucky's industrial
PCA line of credit, add the cost to your present loan. Either
like you would roll biscuit dough. family.
way, you get the advantages of modern PCA financing:
Your cooperation and support of
Spread with apricot preserves and
Low Interest Rates...and you pay interest only on the
sprinkle with grated almonds. Roll our industrial program are keepmoney you use and the time you actually use it.
like a jelly roll. Pinch ends down. ing Kentucky at peak development.
Sincerely,
Put in 2 greased loaf pans. Cover.
Experience...you deal with men who know agriculture,
Katherine Peden
Allow to rise until light. When
whose only purpose is to serve you.
Commissioner
dough has risen enough one tiny
Repayment. Schedule...spread the cost of equipment
imprint made with finger will
over several years, with payments scheduled when you sell
spring back at once.
crops or livestock.
3052 Luna Drive
Bake in preheated 450 degrees
PCA loans can be used for all expenses. Let us show you
Ventura, Californita
heat
reduce
10
for
minutes;
oven
why over a half-million farmers and ranchers use PCA.
to 350 degrees for about 30 min- Dear Friends:
Hear every thrilling play of
utes. Glaze top of bread with ApriSo glad Paul is home on the
cot jam and sprinkle with almonds.
the regional basketball tourroad to recovery from surgery.
TO THE WISE: One has to learn
nament on WFUL-FM, 104.5
he "feel" of the dough; that comes
Congratulations to you, Jo, in
roduchon
"your race for state representative.
megacycles. These broadredit ssociatIon
YOU CAN DO IT. I feel sure and
WE BUY,
you have my best wishes. I like the
casts will be brought to you
idea of a woman representative.
Sin T and TRADE
by Jimmy Piper, candidate
You two can be sure that when
BROWNIND
for Hickman County sheriff;
your paper reaches all the subscribers we think of you and your
Pure Milk Company; Baldfamily at least once a week.
ridge's of Fulton; Jo WestNew and Used Shotguns, The attached clipping was taken
fro0 a Lexington ,Ky., paper I repheling, candidate for reprePistols, Rifles
Hickman, Ky.
WARREN BARD
ceived from a dear friend, Martha
sentative; E. J. McCollum
Hammond of Ashland, Ky. The
Field Off. Mgr.
Phone 2506
Leader Sporting Goods question arose in my mind as to
JOHN P. WILSON
Clinton, Ky.
and the Standard Oil ComPHONE 206 what disposition is made of U. S. A.
414 LAKE ST.
Field oti. Mgr.
Phone OL-3-5161
are
rethat
directories
telephone
pany; Boyd Brothers Lumber
printed yearly. Now, if you are
-Company of Wingo, and R. P.
curious, you can inquire and see if
something is being done worthHocker and Sons of Arlingvo:iile as Switzerland; if not, launch
coat for something as good for us.

Gourmet Corner

Want A-Recipe'

S. P. MOORE & CO.

Parts For All Electric
Shavers At:

ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR

Greenfield Monument Works

Letters To Editor

Need a NewTractor?

It's Kentucky High School
Tournament Time, And
WFUL Will Be At Murray
For The Regional'

BUY IT

with a PCA Loan!

C

PCA LOANS

ft,

JACKSON PURCHASE
Production Credit Assn.

TO THE :VOTERS OF - - -

The First District Of Fulton County
I am announcing my candidacy for - - -

Magistrate First District Of Fulton County
Subject to the action of the Democratic Primary
Tuesday, May 25, 1965
I respectfully solicit the vote and support of all voters and
pledge that I will serve you honestly and diligently. if elected
to this office, which is yours to give as you wish.
I have but one promise, that is if elected to do the best
I can at all times to represent, the 1st District of Fulton
County.
My plans are to see each one of you before the election
May 25 and ask for your vote and support, but should I miss
any of you please accept this as my request for your help.
Humbly and Respectfully Submitted

ROY NETHERY

Loved the family'portrait greet
ing from you so much.
Today I received from some
Kentucky friend a packet from
Kentucky, Travel Division, "Kentucky Homecoming Year 1965."
T. e brochures, maps, etc., were
most beautifully presented of my
awn beloved native state and I've
spent some enjoyable moments
with it. If the out-of-state subscribers knew about this and could see
these pictures, they might instantly decide to spend their vacations
in Kentucky this year instead of
Hawaii, Mexico or elsewhere.
Having lived and worked in Lexington, Frankfort and Ashland, the
color pictures brought back happy
memories out of my past.
So glad Kentucky, and particularly Fulton, is making progress.
Happy that R. Paul and Mary Jo
are doing so well at school, with
music ,and that they have such
nortimmintirmunommiranntnmomnumno

1
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DUCK'S 24 HOUR
WRECKER SERVICE
Phone 126 or 1678

DUCK'S DX
106 W. State LIN*
Phone 126 .
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Fulton High
Names Honor
Roll Students
The Fulton High School
honor
-roll for the fourth six weeks,
released by Principal J. M. Martin,
is as follows:
SENIORS: All A's - Andy
Ken Morgan, Don Reed, BettyBatts,
Bennett, Sylvia Carden, Jennifer Duncan, Marie Rtxklle, Nancy
Tress;
A's and B's: - Richard Fry,
Chuck
Pawlukiewicz, Stuart Voelpel, Jerry Wells, Greg Williamson,
Terry
Willingham, Sandra Cash, Donna
Campbell, Phyllis Crocker, Jane
Edwards, Carolyn Fly, Patti Hixson, Carole Luther, Mae Mann,
Andrea Melton, Sherry- Milstea
d,
Sally Pirtle, Margaret Poe, Susan
Walker, Nancy Williamson;
JUNIORS All A's — Jeannie Hinton, Sara Jane Poe; A's and B's
Lloyd Bone, Leslie Cheatham, Carreen Harrison, Mary Elizabeth
Mitchell, Peggy Reams, Cecelia
Wright;
SOPHOMORES: All A's - Mike
Campbell, Johg Reed; A's and B's
Steve Henderson, Steve Jones,
Buddy Myers, Tom Nanney, Randall Roper, Jerry Sublette, Carbie
Lou Bolin, Marjorie Collier;
FRESIBIEN: All A's-- Denzel
Dukes, Roma Foster, Cynthia
Hoinra; A's and B's - David
Dunn, Glenn Fry, Jim Treas, Carolyn Allen, Ruth Ann Burnette, Susan Crittenden, Glenda Downs, Patricia Ray, Jane Sublette, Joyce
Tucker, Mary Jo Westpheling.

$350.00 WINNER

U.S. CHOICE Heavy ,Mature Reelfoot

74t4 Wite4 4

$CASH
s JAC K POT
BE SURE TO
GET YOUR CARD PUNCHED

EEF SALE!

JAMES A. WALL
Martin Route 3
Drawing Held Every Saturday At 3 P. M.

i150-00

Fill Your Freezer With These Tremendious Low Prices While Our BEEF SALE
Is Going On .... SAVE - - SAVE

YOU DO NOT HAVE TO
BE PRESENT TO WIN.
Just Pick Up Your Jack
Pot Card And Register.
You Maybe The Next
LUCKY WINNER OF

PIGGLY WIGGLY

$100.00 Or More

Pure Vegetable Shortening

With S.S.00 Purchase Excluding
Milk. Ice Cream Tobaccos

WEL 3

ng play of
tball tourFM, 104.5
broadht to you
candidate
sheriff;

Murray State College has been
granted $40,373 by the United States
Office of Education to conduct a
geography institute for high school
teachers, Pres. Ralph H. Woods
has announced.
Dr. James Matthai of the social
sciences department will be the
institute director.
Thirty teachers will be selected
for the program which will run
concurrent to the Murray State
summer session, June 14-August 6.
Teachers selected for the institute
will be paid a stipend of $75 a week
and an allowance of $15 a week
for each dependent.
Those selected must have a baccalaurette degree, must have
taught in a secondary school during the last year, must plan to
contin_ e teaching, must submit a
satisfactory college transcript, and
recommendations from their principals or supervisors.
Final selection of participants
will be made by a committee consisting of Dr. Matthai and other
members of the social sciences department.
Three courses will be offered —
"Physical Geography," "Cultural
Geography," and "Methods of
Teaching Geography." Some two
and one-half hours a week will also
be set aside .for laboratory and
recitation. All students will take
all three courses.
Persons wanting more information about the institute should
write Dr. Matthai at the college.

Hunts Solid Packed
TOMATOES
Brooks Tomato
JUICE
Show Boat

16 oz. Cans
3 for 49c

MILK
3- 14 oz. Cans 39c
Pride of Illinois

SHOULDER Roast lb. 57c STEW BEE
F
lb. 67c
U. S. Choice
Sliced Smoked Jowl
ENGLISH Roast lb.
BACON 3 lb. pkg. $1.00
U.S. Choice
Reelfoot

BEANS 2for 35c PEAS
6 - 16 oz. Cans $1.
nato
Show Boat
15 oz. Can
Iffri P 20 oz Bot. 35c Pork and Beans
10c
Swif'
t s All Sweet

for repreMcCollum
Oil Cornrs Lumber
,and R. P.
of Arling-

SINGLE TEACHERS WANTED
TOKYO—At the latest count Ja
Pan had 763,400 teachers in primary, junior-high,
and
high
schools. Of these, 255,422 were women. In some prefectures, teachers
are being asked to resign.
Visit Local Stores First
We Need 'rri '-ial Park

'TV
SERVICE
REPAIRS
Ar.fennas Installed
ROPER
TELEVISION
Phone 307
106 Main

57c

BEEF RIBS . . lb. 37c FRANKS
12 oz. pkg. 39c
Reelfoot Houser Valley
Brundige Country
BACON

. . .

lb. 49c I SAUSAGE

. .

lb. 49c

Reelfoot U.S. Choice

OLEO
Gerbers Strained

Grade (A) Large
6 Jars 59c EGGS
Plymouth
39c

. 410

lb.25C
•

•

....•••••••..

•

PORK STEAK
Lean & Meaty

TEA BAGS loo count 99c
Sunset Gold Potato

NECK BONES
Fresh

MILK
3- 1-2 Gal. $1. CHIPS
Fancy King Bird
Plymouth Ice
SALMON 3flat cans $1.00

lama

Fresh
Doz. 39c

twin bag

49c

1-2 Gal. 59c

lb. 49c 1 Fresh CHICKEN PARTS
CHICKEN BREAST __ _ Lb. 55c
lb. 15c THIGHS
Lb. 49c
LEGS

BACON ENDS
Fresh

lb. 15c

Lb. 45c
Lb. 29c

WINGS

BACKS 8z NECKS __ __ Lb. 15c
GIZZARDS Lb, 39c
lb. 79c LIVER Lb. 79c

CALF LIVER

MAXWELL HOUSE OR roLGras INSTANT

89( COFFEE 79
6 oa.
JAR

Taxpayer Wants New
Form ... Chloroform!
A taxpayer came into a large
eastern district IRS office last
April 15 and rummaged through
the various tax forms on the helpyourself-desk. "Is there any particular form you want," asked the
clerk.
"At this stage," commented the
taxpayer, "chloroform."

U. S. Choice Boneless

ROAST...

1-4 lb. Box

87c

1411.

U. S. Choice

LIMA

TEA
Swifts Ice

T

STEAK

77c

1116
7

46 oz. Can 25c CORN
6 - 16 oz. Cans $1.
16 oz. Cans School Day

BABY FOOD
Plymouth

Reelfoot
U S. Choice

Miss Dixie

ny; BaldJo West-

1foot
U. S. Choi
loin and Club

STEAK STEAK

CAN

Murray Gets
$40,373 Grant
For Geography

Reelfoot
U. S. Choice Round

Bits Of Sea

Nautical Pnk

Hunts Fruit

TUNA
Swifts

5 - 1 1-2 Cans $1. SALMON
Swifts Chopped

PREM
Swifts

3- 12 oz.Cans $1. HAM
2- 12 oz. Cans 89c
16 oz. Can Swifts Beef

TAMALES
Swifts Potted

lb. Can 49c

4 for $1. STEW
2- 24 oz. Cans 89c
Swifts Vienna
4 1-2 oz. Cans

MEAT

31-2 oz. Can 10c SAUSAGE
FRESH GREEN TEXAS

CABBAG45E
KRAFT

11.

OE

G

JUICE
QUART

Acres of F-R-E-E
Parking

5 for

$1.

16 oz. Cans I Hunts

COCKTAIL

5 for $1.1 PEARS 4- 16 oz. Cans $1.
Lb.

ONIONS
s
Fancy Green

3lb. bag

ONIONS
Fancy

Bunch

A
y in
GiS

Doz.

. 1
2•
5C

yoa.

Prices In This Ad
Good Thru Sat. March 13th

29

45cGRAPEFRUIT
Long Finger

Lb

10cCARROTS
Cello

Cello

49c

Pkg. 10c

10c

Ii

POTATOES I
/iacr Youp

G

We Reserve The Right
To Limit

SUNSET GOLD

BISCUITS
8 oz.
CANS
Store Hours 8 fill 9: p. m.
6 Days 9 am. - 7 pm. Sun.
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Happy Birthday
The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to the
following friends:
March 12: Mrs. Frances Jones,
T. D. Morris; March 13: T. C.
Taylor, J. P. Hyland, John Farabough, Sam Jones, Eugene Kenneth
Alexander, III, Laymon Kilzer,
Gayle Kimbel; March 14: Dora E.
Patterson;
March 15: T. J. Burke, W. D.
Yates; March 16: Cathy Campbell,
Lillian Ruddle, Hillman Collier;
March 17: Bilie Jean Daugherty,
Ernest Hancock; March 18: J. R.
•
Lell, Janice Walker.
RECORD ENROLLMENT
A record number of 4,654 students - 816 more than last Spring
- are currently enrolled for the
Spring 1965 semester at Murray
State College.
Be c-re arc, Register To Vote

DEATHS

Mrs. Lula Baird

"Jake" Smith

"Christian Women Today" Topic
Of Talk By Congo Missionary

Mrs. Lula Baird, LC, of Kuttawa,
Funeral services for William Mad:ed March 8 in the home of a rion "Jake" Smith were held in
daughter, Mrs. Sydney Dyer in La Whitnel Funeral Chapel on March
Center. '
intim
with Rev. Luther Clark, pastor
Mrs. Kenneth S. Jones who with
The following were patients in
the
Methodist CW1'1* Ot-. ter husband served five years as a
were
services
Funeral
yesheld
MO-Baird,
widow
Kuttawa'4,
of
. --.- Cayce
Burial
the Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
.
was in Greeniea missionary to the Congo,
terday (Wednesday) afternoon in first dentist, Dr. James F. Baird,
will be
March 10:
the Mt. Zion Cumberland Presby- suffered a heart attack at her Cemetery.
the featured speaker at the anterian Church for Auzie B. Phelps. home on February 26. SIN was
Mr. fiznith, 86 matt a retired Ful-• nual district meeting of the Paris
JONES HOSPITAL
Rev. J. R. Wooten, Rev. Geo. C. moved to La Center on March 1. ton County farmer, died in Jones District Woman's Society of ChristMrs. C. M. Conley, Mr. and Mrs. Kraig and Rev. Frank Blain of- A series of heart attarks followed Hospittal on March 4.
ian Service to be held Thursday,
A. E. Clifton, David Robey, Mrs. ficiated. Interment, in charge of before her death.
Surviving are his wife, two sis- March 18, at Murray First MethoJohnson, Mrs. Fannie Hornbeak Funeral Home, was in
Violet
In Kuttawa, she made her home ters, Mrs. Della Cooper and Mrs. dist Church, beginning at 9:30
O'Nan, Mrs. Harry Shupe, D. A. Mt. Zinn Cemetery. Deacons of with her daughter, Mrs. Melvina Laura Scott of Fulton, several
a. m.
Frazier, Mrs. Firms Sandlin, W. Mt. Zion Church served as active Wiseman, wife of Lyon County pieces and nephews.
Rev. and Mrs. Jones are temD. Harvey, Mrs. Luther McFad- pall bearers and elders of the Court Clerk Hart Wiseman.
porarily
on leave, having been
Alexander,
Mrs.
Nora
Mrs.
den,
In addition to the two daughters,
Church served as honorary pall.
evacuated from Elizabethville in
Joe Gates, Mrs. A. C. Butts, Ful- bearers.
she is survived by a son, D. Horton
W. Formerly of Baltimore, the
ton; Joe Donoho, Dukedom.
Mr. Phelps was born September Baird of Fulton; a sister, Mrs. Mae
Joneses were commissioned as
Funeral
services
Vernon
for
11, 1892 and was a retired farmer. Gray of Evansville, and three
of the Methodist
Felts, former Fulton resident and missionaries
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
He died in the Fulton Hospital grandchildren.
Church in 1956 and spent a year
brother
of
Mrs.
Hettie
Ford
here,
Funeral services were held yesMrs. J. C. Wilbur, Ronda Lind- early Tuesday morning, following
in Belgium in preparation for their
terday (Wednesday) in Glenn- were held March 8 in Akron, Ohio..
sey, Mrs. Jerry Robinson, Willis a long illness.
Mr. 'Felts died March 4 at his work in the Congo. They spent
Smith
Home
Funeral
in
Kuttawa,
Chandler, Fulton; Mrs. Jack Mc- He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
four years in social work in the
home in Akron.
Clain, Route 3, Fulton; Mrs. A. C. Zuaneta Phelps; one son, David with Rev. Calvin Wilkens officiattown of Kindu before going to
Bell, Mrs. Clarence Jackson, Duke- Phelps of Fulton; two sisters, Mrs. ing, and burial was in Kuttawa
Elizabetliville.
dom; Rev. J. A. Wilkerson, Pal- Nora Byrn and Mrs. Lela Boone, Cemetery.
Mrs. Jones' talk at the district
mersville; Howard Canter, Mrs. of Fulton, four grandchildren and
meeting will be related to the
Voris Coltharpe, Mayfield; Arnold three great grandchildren. His
Funeral services for Silas Jones' theme of the day: "Christian WoParrott, Rev. H. Sullivan, Mrs. first wile, Mrs. Ruth Hicks Phelps
58, who died March 5 at the home men Today." Other features of the
Sam Sullivan and baby, Clinton; and one son, Rupert Phelps preof a sister, Mrs. Daisy Twig,g of
Mrs. Jack Lowe, Pierce.
ceded him in death.
'Ernest- 'Binford, a former resi- near Dresden, Tenn., were held
dent of Crutchfield, died March 4 March 7 at SanZy Branch Primitive.
FULTON HOSPITAL
in St. Louis. Funeral services were Baptist Otrirch. E. D. McCutcheon
Mrs. Ethel Freeman, Mrs. Clarheld in Whitnel Funeral Home on of Greenwood, Miss., officiated and
ence Pickering, Mrs. Mace McMarch 6, with Rev. W. T. Barnes, burial was in the church cemetery.
Mr. Jones, a native of ygeakley
Dade, Mrs. Linnie Clark, Mrs. Mrs. Ola Tibbs Killebrew died pastor of the First Methodist
Glenn Dunn, Dave Lowe, Mrs. R. suddenly on March 7 in the Fulton Church, officiating. Burial was in County, Tenn., is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Libby Jones of Route
L. Lynch, Mrs. J. W. Elledge, Hospital, where she had been Rock Springs Cemetery.
Mr. Binford is survived by his 3, Martin, and another sister, Mrs.
Mary Swan Bushart, Mrs. Kate taken Saturday morning.
Baker, Mrs. Clarice Thorpe, Bob She was 83 years of age and the wife, Mrs.- Horton Binford; two Fletie Clement of Dresden.
Circle One of the First Methodist
White, Fulton; Ira Dixon, Mrs. widow of John - Killebrew. She was sons, Louis Horton Binford of
Church WSCS met Monday afterJames McDaniel, Mrs. Chap Tay- a member of the Central Church of Encino, Calif., and Gray Binford
noon, with Mrs. W. L. Joyner and
of Louisville; seven grandchildren,
lor, Mrs. Thomas Dedmon, South Christ.
Mrs. W. L. Carter as co-hostesses.
Fulton; Mrs. E. A. Carver, E. J. Funeral services were held on one great grandchild, several
Mrs. Gertrude Murphy, a former
After a short business session
Whitlock, Route 1, Fulton; Leslie March 8 in liornbeak Funeral nieces and nephews .
Fulton resident, died in Memphis
conducted
by Mrs. Kelly Wood,
Cruce, Route 2, Fulton; Mrs. Hor- Home with Bro. Glendon Walker
on March 4.
Mrs. J. 0. Lewis presented several
ace Reams, H. L. Cannon, Horace officiating. Itnterment was in Oak
Funeral services were held at
Norman, Route 3, Fulton; Mrs. Grove Cemetery.
Whitnel Funeral Home Chapel on members in a program of articles
Riley Alexander, Mrs. Bill Elliott, Surviving are a son, Uel KilleFebruary 6, with Rev. Henry Han- taken from World Outlook. Mrs. E.
W. Hart gave "Hawaii's TransRoute 1, Wingo; Mrs. 011ie Kaler, brew of Fulton; two brothers,
Funeral services
were held na, pastor of the First Christian
Dresden; All Cunningham, Mrs. Boone Tibbs of Detroit and Carl March 5 at Hopkins & Brown Fun- Church, officiating. Interment was planted Samoans", who left their
native islands to give their chilTeddy Stewart and baby, Duke- Tibbs of Fulton; three sisters, eral Home in Wingo for Nathan in Greenlea Cemetery.
dren better opportunities.
dom; Mrs. Nina Bussey, Clinton; Mrs. Newman Croft of Fulton, Mrs. Coplen. Interment was in GreenMrs. Murphy is survived by one
Mr. and Mrs. Howell Clark and J. C. Davis of Memphis and Miss lea Cemetery in Fulton.
son, Charles Murphy of Memphis, Mrs. J. A. Hornbeak reported on
baby, Kathy and Cindy Clark, Maude Tibbs of Hopkinsville, also
Mr. Coplen, a Graves County and one brother, Jim Tucker of "To Turn Their Talents", which
tells some ways in which the peoRoute 1, Clinton; Wade Brown, several nieces and nephews.
farmer and veteran of World War McComb, Miss.
ple of Appalachia have tried to
Crutchfield; Mrs. Leonard Duke,
II, died in the Veterans Hospital in
help themselves. Mrs. Louie Bard
Mrs. Carl Johnson, Route 1, Water
Memphis on March 3, following an
PASTOR RE-ELECTED
read "Give Me A Special OpporValley;
Mrs. Durrell Carroll,
extended illness. He was 56 years
The
Rev. Riley Lawrence Jr. tunity", a girl's translated letter,
Route 3, Martin; Mary Holland,
of age.
pastor of the Church of the Naza- telling of a school in Bolivia.
Mrs. Rosie Kent, Hickman, Mrs. Walter E1rno Nichols, retired
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. rene in Fulton, has been
farmer and carpenter, died SaturMrs. Herman Williamson used
re-elected
J. L. Vaughn, Mayfield.
Elizabeth Ward Coplen; three sis- as Pastor of the Church
day at his home in Crutchfield at
for another Matthew 4:1-11 for the scripture
ters, Mrs. Wendel Oliver, Mrs. year.
the age of 78. He was born in Fullesson. A comparison was drawn
Myrtle Tucker and Mrs.. Rebecca
between the forty days that Jesus
ton June 24, 1886.
Johnson, all of Wingo; two brospent in the wilderness in preparaFuneral services were held
REVIVAL BEGINS
thers, Rufus Coplen of Route 2,
tion for his ministry, and prayer
March 8 in Whitnel Funeral Chapel
Wingo, and/ Lloyd Coplen of Wingo.
A revival at the Johnson Grove and fasting during the Lenten seawith Rev. J. F. McMinn and Rev.
Baptist Church will begin rarch 21 son in preparation for Easter.
James Holt officiating. Interment
and continue through March 28, Mental and physical phases of fastGO TO CHURCH nUNDAY
was in Harmony Cemetery.
with services each evening.
ing were stressed.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Verlie Sane Nichols; two sisters, Mrs.
L. R. Jeffress of Crutchfield, Mrs
Sam Brummel of Jackson. Tenn.,
and several nieces and nephews.

HOSPITAL NEWS

Auzie B.Phelps

Vernon Felts

Silas Jones

Ernest Binford

World Outlook
Excerpts On
wSCS Program

7rs. Ola Killebrew

MARTIN
SENOUR
jLA1 1Li
EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.

Mrs. Gertrude Murphy

Nathan Coplen

Walter E. Nichols

program will be a memorial service, reports, recognitions, and
election of officers. Mrs. J. B. Wilson of Murray, District President,
will preside.
Mrs. James B. Green of Memphis, President of the Memphis
Conference Woman's Society of
Christian Service, will install the
new officers. Mils. Wayne Lamb of
Memphis and Conference Secretary
of Missionary Education, will introduce the speaker.
Those attending are to bring a
sack lunch. The members of the
Murray Society will serve coffee
and birthday cake in honor of the
25th anniversary of the Woman's
Society of Christian Service. Mrs.
Jack Bailey is president of the host
society.
CAMILLE SAYS:
Adding salt, mustard or acids to
egg yolk in making mayonnaise,
before adding the oil, helps to
make a more stable emulsion.

a
surrender
to
God

There's a kind of surrender
that's victory. It opens the door
to a new way of life. It's a way of
healing. You're invited to a one- _
hour public lecture on this subject by Paul A. Erickson of The
Christian Science Board of
Lectureship. Title: "The Way to
Hope and Freedom." Everyone
is welcome to come and listen.

FIRST SALE
REGISTERED ANGUS
Union City, Tennessee

Sale Will Be Held 4 Miles North of Union City
On Highway 5 To Woodland Mills. Then East
1 Mile At The Whipple and McCollum Farm.

Friday, March 4,1965 - 12:30
SELLING
12 BULLS - - 55 FEMALES
OBION COUNTY
ANGUS ASSOCIATION

Mrs. Jesse Hedge
Mrs. Jessie Hedge, 76, wife of
Jesse Hedge, of Dukedom, died
Tuesday in the Fulton Hospital following a long illness.
Mrs. Hedge was a member of
the Dukedom Methodist Church.
She was the daughter of the late
Dr. J. M. Walters and Martha McGrew Walters of Dukedom.
Funeral services were held yesterday (Wednesday) in Jackson's
Funeral Home with Rev. Joe McMinn officiating. Interment was in
Oak Grove Cemetery.
In addition to her husband, she
is survived by two sons, Fred
Hedge of Dukedom and J. T.
Hedge of Pilot Oak; one daughter,
Mrs. Joe McCuiston, Route 1,
Dukedom; one brother, Grady
Walters of Warren, Michigan, 13
grandchildren and 12 great grandchildren.

••• • • • • • • •.:• ,

611.11
;70
.
7:11
.
2:.
.
111
777
6:45
67.

FOR SALE
47 acre farm, located 1 1/2 miles south of
Fulgham, 1-2 mile west off 307 Highway. Two bedroom modern frame house, four years old; electric
heat, deep well.
160 acre farm located approximately 2 miles
east of Hickman on 94 Highway. Colonial type
home; modern dairy barn with loafing facilities,
silo and several outbuildings; tenant house. This is
excellent land.
131 acre farm located on east side of Highway
51, approximately 5 miles south of Clinton, Ky. Has
1 1-2 story white frame house, 4 bedrooms, with
full basement; modern dairy barn and loafing barn,
garage and tool shed; 5 acre cotton base and 12
acre corn base, remainder in soil bank.
Eleven acres ground with good 2-bedroom
frame house; new well, garage and barn. Located
in Beelerton community.
One lot 100' x 175' deep, located on Kentucky
side of East State Line road, approximately one
mile from city limits.

NOW

THRU

SATURDAY

Any Way You Slice It - It's The Screen's New High In
Good Clean Cut Fun!
SEEI

"TWO ON A

MRCP 12 TO MICR 27 ONLY!
UNICO TIRES
Save Over 20%
Multi-purpose ALL SEASON GREASE
$5.90
Save $51.00! Unico 16 -Cu
Ft. Frost - free comb.
Refrigerator - Freezer
$324.00
$32.40 Down

71 Exciting Prizes given away -Including 7 - Day all-expense luxury vacation for 2 at
Seaside Hotel Chamberlin at Old Point Comfort, Virginia.
YOU COULD WIN this Deluxe dream vacation. Enter our Spring Sale drawing early
and often- to increase your chances. NOTHING
TO BUY: Just drop entry in box.

No-Stick Skillet
ONLY

Save $28.00! Unico
9000-BTU automatic room
AIR CONDITIONER
$196.50
19.65 Down

Nothing sticks to this
DuPont Teflon-Coated
10" Aluminum Fry
Pan. Cooks without
grease. Cleaning's a
breeze.

Save $4.40!
Unico
115-V weed-burning
FENCE CONTROLLER
$15.50

SAVE
Reg. $16.90
Reg. $17.05
Reg. $21.70
Reg. $23.75

Co - FEATURE!

"BATTLE BEYOND
THE SUN"
IN - COLOR!

Starts Sunday

DEWEY JOHNSON
Insurance Agency, Inc.
James T. Johnson, Real Estate Broker
• Fred kiting
• mark.
Phone 408
Fulton, Ky.
Ammummiami &NI MN

Save $7.30! 24-Ft.
Lightweight aluminum
EXTENSION LADDER
$22.65
Only $13.25! 5-Gallon
FIBRATED ASPHALT
ALUMINUM ROOF
COATING. Covers Approx 500 Sq. Ft.

Only

1.99

Big 20-gal. capacity. Rugged
and durable. Galvanized for
1
2
" high,
rust prevention. 25/
171/2" diameter.

••••=emo•-•••

Save $2. on 2 Gallons
Unico general purpose
OUTSIDE WHITE
PAINT
$6.50

Save $45.00 on 1-3 HP
Shallow well water system
$81.75

ON UNICO BATTERIES
6-volt
$12.95
6-volt
$13.10
12-volt
$14.95
12-volt
$15.40

Garbage Can

Save $2.45! 20-inch
2-speed portable ELECTRIC FAN
$15.50

Save $1.96! Manning Bowman all-fabric steam
& Dry IRON
$7.99

1.99

GUILLOTINE"
Connie Stevens

Save $2.50! 200 Ft. 3-4
inch flexible plastic pipe
$7.50
Save 35.50! Unico 23-Cu.
Ft. CHEST FREEZER
$249.50
24.95 Down
Literally dozens of other
items-large and smallfor the home and for the
farm handyman on sale at
BIG SAVINGS so HURRY IN NOW and get
yours while our stocks
are complete.

Southern States Fulton Co-Op
t•'''ve„
NM INN

3 p. m. Sunday Afternoon
March 14, 1965
First Church of Christ
Scientist
211 Carr Street
Fulton, Ky.

SPRING SALE

DOUBLE FEATURE!

I
I

chrism scion lecture

CENTRAL AVE.

SOUTH

FULTON

PHONE 399
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The many friends were saddened
when they learned that Silas Jones
had passed away last Friday morning at the home& his sister, Mrs.
Daisy Iswigg, at Dresden, where he
had been since December due to
declining bealth.A very large number attended the funeral service at
Sandy Branch Sunday afternoon,
despite the very disagreeable weather. Sympathy is extended to his
devoted wife and two sisters, Fleetie Clements and Daisy Twigg, who
so faithfully cared for hirm during
the many months illness. Brother
McCutchens and Brother Jack McClain conducted the service.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Brimdige and
chidren, from Nashville, visited
their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Irvin Brundige, and Mr. Walter
Damron last week end.
A spring revival has been announced for the Ritithville Baptist
ChurcLh during the week of March
28. Bro. Ray Whitney will do the
preaching.
Relatives and friends were shocked when they learned that Mrs. Ola
Killebrew had suddenly passed away at the Fulton Hospital. She was
admitted on Saturday and was
thought to be doing nicely, when
she had a heart attack Sunday
morning. Sympathy is extended to
her son, sisters and other relatives.
Mrs. Eula Rogers and Darrel are
recovering from a severe attack of
flu, which caused them both to be
shut in for several days.
Mrs. Wayne Griffin and Ramona
from Chicago spent the week end
with her father, Ben Jenkins, and
attended the funeral of Silas Jones.
Late news from Mrs. Opal
Pounds in Parsons, Kansas, is that
she is looking forward to attending the Vaughan family reunion in
Tennessee in July.
Mrs. Elmore Vaughan, who has
spent the past three months in St.
Louis and Peoria, Ill., plans to return to Tennessee soon.
Friends in this community will
be glad to know that Mrs. Billie
Ray has improved so that she has
been dismissed from the Weakley
County Hospital.

Mrs. Anita Mitchell is very sick
at her hone, suffering a heart attack several days ago. She is the
mother of Condon Mitchell and
Mrs. Mary Stephenson, who are
hoping she will recover very quickly.
Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his
regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church the past Sunday at
both morning and evening services.
Sam Mathis had some teeth extracted the past Saturday that had
given him much pain.
Mrs. Haldon Glover has been
resting more comfortably at her
home, Where she has been very
sick the past few months.
Mrs. T. T. Harris is feeling some
better, 'which all friends everywhere wilt be glad to know. Mr.

Harris is doing nicely, too.
Mr. and Mrs.
Davis and
son Danny have recovered from a
siege of influenza. They are able
to get out again.
Mr. and Mrs. Is Verne Windsor
are recovering from colds, which
have kept them indisposed for
several days.
On next Saturday, March 13, the
FHA awards will be presented to
FHA students of • Palmersville Hi,
Miss Gloria Ann Bynum being one
to receive an award. The program
will be attended by many from
this section.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Tasciter
and sons, Mack and Stevie, of Martin, Tenn., spent Sunday with parents, Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiter.

was glad wh
ey said unto r
aoto the
Lord."
. ,

Bobby McKinney, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Harry McKinney, and Susan
Burrow, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
J. T. Burrow, have been named as
South Fulton delegates to the
Tennessee 4-H Club congress at
Nashville March 28-31.

The jolly roger, the ancient flag of the pirates, threw fear into every ship
that sailed the high seas. These armed robbers sought to raid every ship
they came across. None was safe when they were near.
The Bible teaches that there is a devil called Satan who is a robber and a
thief, who "goes about like a roaring lion seeking whom he may devour."
(1 Peter 5:8) But when the pirate threatens, we need not be afraid. We are
encouraged by Romans 8:38 & 39: "For I am persuaded, that neither death,
nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor powers, nor things present, nor
things to come; nor height, nor depth, nor any other creature, shall be able

KENTUCKY WINDAGE—
Afternoon
1%5
Christ
reef

r•

(Continued from Page Two)
lbn
Delano Roosevelt Carmen,
Harry Truman Hawkins
and
George Washingtotn Smith in the
city or suburbs; also an Elizabeth
Taylor, Betty Davis, James Mason, Joan Crawford, Robert Taylor, Judy Garland, Jane Russell . .
and Jess James.
And near Lynnville live brothers . . . Proverbs Bruce and
Corinthians Bruce, whose father is
named Noah.
NAMED TOP STUDENTS
James Philip Wesner, son of Mr.
and Mrs. B. T. Wesner of Hornbeak is the valedictorian at Obion
County Central this year with a
3.97 average. Dwayne Collier, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Leban Collier of
Martin Route 4, has been named
salutatorian with a 3.87 average.

to separate us from the love of God, which is in Christ Jesus our Lord."
Our faith in Christ can overcome Satan's fiery darts. Through Him we

Woman makes the home...we make the loan

can overcome all. We invite you to attend the Church of our Lord this week.

A

woman's touch makes a home, but good financing
makes it a happier home to own. Want to buy or build
this year? Let us help with the financing. For a home
loan tailored to your needs, come in and ask to see one
of our home loan specialists.
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S1VINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
214 Main

Fulton, Ky.

The Church is God's appointed agency in this world for spreading the knowledge of His love
for man curd of His demand for man to respond to that love by loving his neighbor. Without
this grounding in the love of God, no government or society or way of life will long
persevere and the freedoms which we hold so dear will inevitably perish. Therefore, even
from a selfish point of view, one should support the Church for the sake of the welfare
of himself and his fondly. Beyond that, however, every person should uphold and participate in the Church because it tells the truth about man's life, death and destiny; the
troth which alone will set him free to live as a child of God.
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CColemon Adv. Ser., P. O. Box 21.062, Dallas 20, Texas

This Series of Church Ads Is Being Published Through the Cooperation of the Local Ministerial
Association and IsSponsored By The Undersigned Individuals and Business Institutions

inch
ELEC$15.50
Gallons
urpose

A New Line of Fine Jarman Shoes for Men

$6.50

Budget Priced

"Story

Book" Shoes foi

Children

fling C steam
$7.99
Water Valley Implement Co.
1-3 HP
ter sys$81.75

Your Allis Chalmers, Massey-Ferguson

Ft. 3-4
tic pipe

ACTUALLY USED BY THE BEATLES THEMSELVES
AT THE CONGRESS INN IN NEW ORLEANS!!

o 23-Cu.
EZER
Down
f other
small —
for the
n sale at
so HURget
tocks

OBVIOUSLY THE
SUPPLY IS LIMITED
so it's first come
first served! Hurry!

HICKMAN FULTON COUNTIES
RURAL ELECTRIC CO-OP

Yeah! Yeah! Yeah! The Beatles were here and
we have the souvenirs! The very things the boys
used in the rooms they slept in. You don't believe
it? We send you PROOF with every article...a
sworn affidavit. And in addition we enclose a
photograph of Paul, Ringo, John, and George
taken while they were guests of the Congress Inn.
All for only a dollar...a lifetime memento for you
to treasure and show your friends. But don't delay.
---—MAIL THE COUPON T ODAY1 ------TO: CONGRESS, Box "B", Beverly Hills, Calif.
•
Enclosed is $
for which please send me the
;following Beaire—s-ouvenirs (give number of each):
s

ENCLOSE
"10
SURE
I
BE
EACH ITEM
eoch
FOR
wIth
S1
one
Bonus offer:

enclose
we
55 ordersouvenir absotootle
lutist EREE1

s
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pleasant View and Obion County
Memorial Gardens
With Irreweeable Trust

of Highways, sets the exact date to let contracts for construction at
for completion of construction and an early date during the fall, win(Continued From Pegs One)
has been very successful with this ter or spring, so that the work can
Yooil Say they're dolktosud
meat is being exoanded to set a effort.
The Department of High- be done during the good working
time which can he allowed for con- ways is going to move aggressively
struction of each project. I have towards proper scheduling of the season, which normally is from
been interested In studying
'award of contracts and completion April 1 th November 15.
methods which have been employed of construction.
"To achieve the objective of this
in North Carolina for at least five
"It has been shown conclusively program, it is necessary to expand
Fulton, Ky.
Lake
ake Street
years. The state, under the leader- that the most efficient way of the Office of Program
Manageship of William Babcock, Director managing the taxpayers' money is meat.
Curtis Mathis, manager of South- Fulton finally lost a point in the
ern Bell Telephone Company in Southern Division of the FourFulton, was guest speaker at the State Bowling League on WPSDSUPER RIGHT FULLY COOKED
FultOn-South Fulton Business and TV Saturday and that loss left the
Professional Women's Club meet- pennant race at a question mark
YOUR GUARANTEE
No
ing Tuesday ,night. He explained, status.
in detail, the operation of the dial With Benton's Stan Blackman
OF QUALITY
(Center)
telephone and the Ttouct Tone, beating Futon's Don Mann 219which will be installed in Fulton 193 and banding Fulton its first
Slices
soon.
defeat of the second half, GilRemove
d
During the business session, the bertsville 'moved up to within one
point
leader.
the
of
club voted to make a contribution
Super Right
to the Fulton High School band. Mann beat Blackman by a big
7
-Rib End
margin,
204-196,
their
in
first
The' president, Mrs. Ramelle
Lb.
Roast
Pigue, called attention to the state match before Blackman came back
to
take
second
the
game
salto
convention to be held in OwensCENTER CUT PORK CHOPS
boro May 14-16 and urged good at- vage one point.
Meanwhile, Gene MeLemore of
Half ....., Lb.
Whole Lb.
RIB Ent LOIN L90 F10
C .
41'4290 BUTTERFLY
tendance from this club. Mrs. Lorene Harding reported on a meet- Gilbertsville was taking two points
Lb. J7.- Lb.
lb. 99a
ing of the Fulton Citizens Advis- from Vernon Riley of Murray and
Country .Lb.
Half .. Lb.
keeping
the
Kenlake
team
in
strong
ory Committee and informed the
contention
.
Super
Leaser II-Lb. Pkg.
club that Mrs. Frances Jones will
FISH and SEAFOOD
Mann's 397 series claimed high
Right Quantities or more
be the club's representative on that
Lb.
Boneless
Beef
Cuts
Steak
Lb. 41Io
series money for the day.
Fresh..
committee.
The standings:
Sliced )
By The
Frozen N Lb.
c Lb. si 69
Bottom
Hostesses for the meeting were Team:
Won Lost
Bologna
piece
Lb.
Mrs. Mattie Rice, Mrs. Elizabeth Fulton
Ocean
Lb.
350
Sex I
14
1
Lb. 49c
Joyner, Mrs. Fay MeNatt and Mrs. Gilbertsville
13
2
Southern Star
Gladys Simpson. Guests were Mrs. Mayfield
Lb.
Lb.
Ts1)
8
7
Ready To
Rita Adams, Mrs. Martin Henry Murray
Cana
5' 10
Cube
Warren, and Miss Alia Bayouth, Benton
Frozen
Serve
Pg
4
11
Lb.
a teacher from Lebanon, who is a Martin
By)
Ocean
170
13
2
Lb.
5 ;Co
;
b 79
°
guest of Mrs. Nellie Haddad.
Sirloin
The
VirginiaFarm Brand
Lb.
Lb.
_ Continuing their observance of
Piece
National Business Women's Week,
Super ( Flat
Point
Frozen
members of the club will attend a
Right
End
End Lb.
Lb.
Dutch luncheon at Park Terrace
Brisket...
Lb. The
)
3'"Ll°
°
Pica&
John(1413;
490
today at noon. Tomorrow (Friday)
night will be fun night, with a
10-0/..1 90
bingo party at the Fulton Electric
Oranges CNa nyfel 10 For
System,. in charge of Mrs. Mattie ' Over 400 animals are expected
Fresh
Bag i
for the 5th annual West Kentucky
line. On Sunday the members will
Barrow Show and Carcass Contest
Attend service at the First Christ- in
eu
d nd
Ro
:az
efr g
Mayfield,
th.
For
ian Church. They are asked to to Agricultur this week, according
e
Commissio
ner
Wenmeet in the foyer of the church at dell
P. Butler. The on-foot show
NEW RESEALABLE END SEALS ON
10.50 a. m. and enter the sanctuary is being
held at the Purchase Dis14b.
Cold Stream
ALL JANE PARKER BREADS
in a group.
trict Fairgrounds.
1Cinun
Jane
PINK
-Lb.Can
L Can.
3C
Some $2,000 in premiums and
awards will be given in the show,
Parker.
Wisc.
Which will begin Friday with the
(
Save)
on-foot division. Both youth and
Aged
Jane Parker
10c
adult classes will be offered. All
Lb.
Cheddrsr
Caramel Pecan
7
"
-"1
Coffee Cak (Save
single barrow entries will go into
Ea 39°
10c).,
the carcass contest, which will be
4-Layer
A Hickman County Jury compos- held
ir Jane
16-02.
Monday, March 15, at the
-N-1 of seven women and five men Reelfoot
Shadow Cake
Parker 1 :lizne
Packing Company, Union
(
Cons
Iona)
-etlieneri a verdict of guilty as City,
Tenn.
Jane
Pkg.
.'-nritel against Curtis Vaughan, Harlan
Ritchie, Michigan Sta.e
Hot Cross Buns Parker.. of
.- .harg,ed with grand larceny.
1-Qt.
University, will serve as tlie onA&P
The verdict was returned after foot
14-0x.
judge.
Parker
Jane
Dr.
York
1-Lb.
Varney,
UniGrapefruit
ibout one .and one-half hour deversity of Kenucky, will judge he
Raisin Bran BREAD-It's Newl. Loaf 29`A
Cans
'iberation.
carcass contest.
Va•Ighan. now director of pupil
Chunk
The West% Kentucky.,Show is one
le•-sonnel for the Hickman County of
654-0z.
three
4Pack
barrow
shows
Style
sponsored
;chop' system, was given a threeCans
„
each year by the Kentucky DeALL-PURPOSE CLEANER
Wilde
'ear orison -term. He is a former
LIGHT CHUNK STYLE
partment of Agriculure through its
orincipal of Fulgham School.
Division of Shows and Fairs.
Sleeve
15-0z. 411)80
Mush
slo 61 -0z.0,90
Vegetable
Trial of the former sheriff on
Bottle
Pack
Room
-harges of thefts during his term
4) Cans
10/
1
2-0x.
50
is sheriff bezan in Hickman Coun8c Off
(4
Cans
'y circuit court Monday. It took unil 1 p. m. to find a jury. The task
(Ann)
Pkgs.
Lb.
vas completed just as ti-e regular
Page
;enire was exhausted.
Pkg.
Elbow
Testimony for the defense was
The
30th
Kentucky
State
Science
...oncluded Wednesday afternoon,
A&P
(Save
Bath
10-0x. $119
ind Thursday the arguments by Fair, one of the main aetivitiest of
Special
the
Kentucky
Junior Academy or
be defense and prosecuting at20c
)ar
Bars
J
Label
was heard after which the Science, will be held at Memorial
Coliseum,
University
of
Kentucky
2ircuit Judge gave his litructions
1-Pint
April 2-3. Any student enrolled in
.o the jury.
MORTON'S FROZEN FOODS
grades
7-12
6-0z.
who
has
completed
an
- Vaughan is charged in conneeindividual
or
group
science
project
All
Btle.
ion with the theft of a field mower
4 V arleties
Var. . 11-0z.
8-1n. Size .... 14-0z.
"rom Bobby Yates of Clinton. The and is attending a private, paroBeef, Chicken /I 8-0z.
lefendant in his testimony Tuesday chial or public school in the state
14-0z.
Turkey ... /4 Pkgs.
•;:arged that he was "framed" by is eligible to exhibit his work. A
Cans
number of prizes will be awarded.
:ive Commonwealth witnesses.
Spagh.
Pkg. of
420_
Commonwealth's Attorney L. M
1-Lb. Lye,. J7U
Instant
ripton Reed was in charge of the EASTER SEALS
)
10-0z.
Cherry
8-In
!ase for the prosecution and James
(Continued From Page One)
Apple & Peach . 20
8-Ox.
Coffee
Off
Jar
to-oe3°c
I. Warren of Fulton was attorney Thompson, Bowling
Green,
state
'or Vaughan.
campaign chairman said.
Custard
"The reason is as simple as this
- the nunther of crippled children
NABISCO
SUNSHINE HYDROX
STRIETMANN ZESTA
anl adults increases every year,
and in direct ratio, so does the
need for more money to give them
care and treatment."
1-1.13
190
16-0z. A
8-Pak
16-0z. 40290
Last year the Sotciety served
Cello
Bog 4IJ
Box
.1r
The Future Nurses Club met 3559 Kentuckia
Saltines
Box Arn
ns - 3180 of whom
Whole
Wednesday, February 10, 1965, in were
Sweet
Gurken
Yolks
children, reported
Dr.
the Farm Room. The president, Thompson.
15-0x. Jar
Margaret Omar, presided over the' "The,,.,
26-0z. Jar
accident victims
business meeting. Letha Exum, children with birth
defects, and
secretary, read the minutes.
those who had been disabled by
The sponsor, Mrs. Braswell, in- su,ch diseases and polio
and ceretroduced the speaker, Mrs. Jane bral palsy," he said. "No
other
Watts. Mrs. Watts, nutritionist for private agency in Kentucky
proFulton County, discussed the im- vides so wide a program',for
those
portance of a well-balanced diet crippled by so many causes."
and the foods necessary for general Dr. Thompson, who headed the
health. The meeting was closed by drive last year, is president
of
Margaret Omar.
Western Kentucky State College.
HEINZ PURE CIDER
HEINZ WHITE
HEINZ BROWN
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B&PW Members Fulton Team
LosesOne
Hear Mathis
Bowling League
On "'Phones"

BARU= RIBS
THE KEG RESTAURANT

HAMS

•

SemiBoneless

Lb:

PORK LOIN

(okiEnd th..450)

35g

53c Loin
47c Ribs

57c
43c

Loin
Rib

Barrow Show Al
Frayf:eld Opens

Round
Round
Steak
Strip
Delmonico

95c
1.05
99c
1.79
1.79

State science Fair
Scheduled In April

Future Nurses Club
Hears Good Program

Reynolds Wrap
ALUMINUM FOIL
Heavy Duty
18"x25' Roll

90 Proof - $4.85 4/5 Of, $1.55 % Pt.
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON, 90 PROOF R 100 PROOF 11011110
IN BOND YillOWSIONE DISTILLERY CO , LOUISVILLE, TIENTIKBY

VINEGAR
Pt
'20°

FISH STICKS

Household
25-Ft. Roll

Waldorf

Cutrite

BATHROOM TISSUE

WAX PAPER

sll

a

4-Roll

n80

Pkgs.

7

125-Ft.
RnIl

290

VINEGAR

Qt. 35°

12 69°

C".
Bot.

MUSTARD

26°

Just a fe
paign trail
doing some
had to offk
I was tallrb
folks that
Grocery foi
fellowship
walked in.
greeting an
my race fi
The man
down, am
stared me
while he Si
"Do you
I answerec
though I tr
dust storm
he directed
"Are yot
if you're e
that road?"
Well,- I'
world's sm
not the du
at my clue
then looked
ing into th
automobile
alleged roa
for a store:
on top.
in a few
ed around
er in the ey
that he be
with some

"No, sir,
ise and I9
first place,
"I think th
West Kentt
promised
too many
to get elet
than they %
"In the 5.
"that road
looks like
fore, by hi
am. Now,
work night
promise ha
vote for me
want to tra
that I don',
fulfill. The
need that
can tell yc
tired as yot
ing promis
them."

My nice
look at the
then at thy
checkers,
thinking, '
elected tha
after that
courage to
ed. Mr.in the stori
"We're
You're the
saw who h
the truth."
And you
that way
trail. If! n
in my life
this camp
the averag
sick and ti
. . . so Si
the places
know whal
was; who
fice beside
off, a wc
to me:
"Are yoi
lard Couni
Mrs. Theli
ATTI
TwentyUnion Cit)
participate
school bati
by agents

AS

6-csz- 12°
jar

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT., MARCH 13
THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC

29

YEARS
OLD

59(
65g

Heinz Beans Fei:
29g :71t:n_21=43g
Heinz 57 Steak Sauce
:ott 350
Heinz Worchestershire Sauce=350

TEA COMPANY, INC.

tood Stores

Lb.

0,00

Discover how Ea ,,C)M
a bourbon can be

WHITING FISH

n
4
Sal
mon
43(
890
White Bread 2
Sharp Cheese
59e
e
890 Peas or Green Beans
4 49g
3
39
'Fruit Drink
79g
Lestoil
Starkist Tuna A&P Tuna
( )
3 79g
a
Heinz Soup
4 43g
„ay.
Chore Reddy Cleaners
3
25c
Chore Girl Pot Cleaners
350
P.;".i 24c Macaroni 7pa.
Sweetheart AP 2 24 Instant Coffee
Liquid Trend
39c Meat Dinners
48c Cream Pies
37c
29c
Meat Pies
89c Biscuits ::11,dey-To10-0. 25c
Dutch Cleanser 2
Casserole & meat
21c Bread Dough
128 Fruit
Pies
35c Pecan Pies
Folgers (
78c
.
38c
Coconut Pie
35c Donuts tpu?:::"
Paramount
Fig Newtons
Cookies
Crackers
9,
_ Pickles

35' 38'

4

PERCH FILLETS

I Spinach
c
59' I BANANAS 10 I

Radishes

‘nrr- vaunhan
Guilty

390
4 390

Ground Beef
Bologna
(
Canned Picnics
Slab Bacon
Corned Beef

59

Na

AMERICA'S DEPENDABLE FOOD MERCHANT
SINCE 1859

MRS FILBSRTS

BALLARDS or PILLSBURY

Margarine

Biscuits

11

a

1-Lb.

7CC

Oven

Ctns

S if

Ready

L
Igl
,

Cans
of 10

A9,
at

Nabisco
SHREDDED WHEAT
Pkg. 27c
""z.

STORE HOURS Monday thra Friday 8:am. to 6:00 pm. Saturday HO am.-100 pm.
.....t0411111111blinimor.411."'"'••

-..e...provinarsivasetramerairtalgallemillifr

Ut

